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SUMMARY 
 
 
 
Sorption is an important performance property of apparel fabrics. Different techniques 
have been developed and used to characterize and compare the liquid transport or 
sorption properties of textile structures. The influence of different chemical treatments 
and finishes on absorption properties of yarns and fabrics has also been studied using 
these techniques. Although liquid transport studies have been carried out on different 
fabrics, the influence of fabric structural features has not been fully explored. Further, 
almost all of the previous liquid transport studies consider textile assemblies as single 
capillaries, even though these materials consist of capillaries that vary in diameter and 
length and are interconnected in a complex manner. The phenomenon of liquid migration 
during sorption from one yarn to another yarn and back to the first yarn is often 
overlooked despite the fact that it is an important part of the sorption process in fabrics. 
This work focused on the effect of fabric structure and yarn-to-yarn liquid migration on 
the overall liquid transport behavior of fabrics. Sorption of liquid from an unlimited 
reservoir as well as sorption of a limited quantity of liquid by fabrics representing 
different structural parameters has been studied. Absorption of liquid from an unlimited 
reservoir is studied by the weight balance and image analysis techniques and the results 
obtained for the two techniques are compared. Sorption of a limited quantity of liquid is 
studied by performing drop spreading experiments on fabrics. The spreading and wicking 
of micron sized drops deposited on fabric surfaces during ink jet printing is also studied. 
The nature of influence exerted by the fabric structure related variables on the spreading 
behavior of ink drops and how exactly the spreading influences printing quality has been 
xviii 
 
investigated. The influence of spreading behavior on dithering of ink was studied by 
printing solid figures on experimental fabrics. Further, an attempt was made to relate the 
quality of lines printed on fabrics to the observed sorption behavior of ink from limited 
and unlimited supply sources. 
Results showed that wicking in fabrics is determined by the wicking rates of 
yarns, thread spacing, and more importantly by the rate at which liquid migrates from 
longitudinal to transverse threads and again from transverse threads back to longitudinal 
threads. Comparison of wicking results obtained by weight balance and image analysis 
methods showed that weight balance method cannot be used in place of image analysis 
method, especially when measuring the wicking properties of more open fabrics. While 
drop spreading rates were dependent on fabric structure, the relation between drop 
spreading rate and fabric structure was found to be very complex in nature. In general, 
thin and compact cotton fabrics showed the highest values for drop spreading rate. Higher 
drop spreading rates were also observed in thin polyester fabrics. Drop spreading rates 
were found to be influenced primarily by the phenomenon of liquid migration from yarn 
to yarn.  
Ink jet printing of experimental fabrics with pigment ink showed that fabrics 
whose yarns are characterized by narrow and continuous surface capillaries give raise to 
excessive drop spreading and higher line widths. Thus yarn surface characteristics were 
found to play a greater role than fabric construction parameters in determining the quality 
of ink jet printing. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
Textile fabrics play an important role in the day to day life of every human being. They 
are used not only as clothing materials but also in many life saving end uses and a host of 
industrial applications. Their applicability for many end uses is determined by their liquid 
transport properties. Many techniques have been developed and used to characterize and 
compare the liquid transport properties of textile structures. Although liquid transport 
studies have been carried out on different fabrics, the influence of fabric structural 
features has not been fully explored. The phenomenon of liquid migration during sorption 
from one yarn to another yarn and back to the first yarn is often overlooked even though 
it is believed to be an important part of the sorption process in fabrics.  Therefore the 
main goal of this research is to understand the effect of fabric structure and yarn-to-yarn 
liquid migration on the overall liquid transport behavior of fabrics.  
The technology of ink jet printing has evolved rapidly in the last decade or so and 
it is now a well established technique for the printing of textile fabrics. Ink jet printing 
system essentially involves the delivery of ink to a medium in the form of small droplets. 
Among different inks, pigment ink has become more popular because of its ability to give 
fuller and brighter shades without the need for any pretreatments. Pigment ink is directly 
applied on the fabric and then the ink is cured by the application of hot air or by UV 
treatment. Because there is no pretreatment of the fabric involved, the printing quality of 
pigment inks can significantly depend on the fabric structure. How the fabric structure 
related variables influence the spreading of ink drops and how exactly spreading 
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influences printing quality is investigated in this research. The spreading of drops on 
different fabrics has been studied under a microscope and the relationship between 
spreading behavior and printing quality has been investigated by printing lines on fabrics. 
Further, an attempt was made to relate the quality of lines printed on fabrics to the 
observed sorption behavior from an unlimited reservoir and also to the observed drop 
spreading behavior.  
Review of studies conducted by different researchers on liquid transport through 
yarns and fabrics is presented in section 2.1., along with a comprehensive review of the 
capillary theory of absorption and liquid flow. Ink jet printing technology and the results 
of previous printing studies on textile fabrics are reviewed in section 2.2. Scope of the 
project and the specific objectives the thesis are described in Chapter 3. The experimental 
plan is described in Chapter 4. Findings of the thesis are presented in Chapters 5 and 6.  
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
 
2.1 Liquid Transport in Yarns and Fabrics 
 
Investigation of kinetics of liquid transport through fabrics is important not only from the 
point of view of end use performance of fabrics in everyday apparel and specially 
engineered apparel products, but also to maintain efficiencies and functional  
requirements of the multiple wet processes of scouring, de-sizing, bleaching, dyeing, 
finishing, etc.  
Rate of absorption of liquids by fabrics is affected by the nature and size of the 
small capillaries present in textiles.  Liquid transport which occurs through the capillaries 
is called wicking. In wicking, water is transported due to the capillaries present in the 
fabrics and water is stored in the capillaries that are formed between fibers and yarns. 
Thus the primary driving forces responsible for the movement of liquid in textile 
structures are the forces of capillarity which originate from the surface and interfacial 
tensions at the phase interfaces of the system. 
Theory of liquid flow in narrow, closed and continuous capillaries is well 
developed [1, 2]. According to the theory, capillary forces are governed by the properties 
of liquid, contact angle and geometric configurations of the pore structures. For an ideal 
capillary, capillary pressure (P), because of which transport of liquid occurs inside 
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capillaries, is a function of surface tension of liquid (γ), contact angle (θ) and radius of 
pore (ri) and its magnitude is given by the Laplace equation (equation1). 
ir
P θγ cos2 ××=  
 
If the capillary pressure (P) is greater than the pressure of a liquid column inside 
capillary, then liquid is driven upwards due to the net positive force. The pressure of a 
liquid column inside capillary is ρLgh where ρL is the density of a liquid g is the 
acceleration due to gravity and h is the height of liquid inside capillary. Liquid rises until 
both pressures become equal, at which, the net force driving the liquid becomes zero. 
Height of the liquid column at this position is called ‘equilibrium wicking height’ (Leq) 
and it can be expressed by the following equation, 
Li
eq gr
L
ρ
θγ
××
××
=
cos2
 
 
In classical capillarity theory, the rate of rise of a liquid in a vertical cylindrical 
capillary tube is given by the following equation developed by Washburn [3]. This 
equation describes the kinetics of liquid movement in an ideal capillary. Kinetics of 
wicking in textile structures such as yarns and fabrics is often investigated by fitting the 
experimental data to famous Lucas-Washburn equation. When the effect of gravity is 
neglected, at low values of t and when the height of liquid rise (L) is much smaller than 
Leq, Lucas-Washburn equation is given by, 
5.05.0
2
cos
tKtrL i ×=×
×
××
=
η
θγ
 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
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Where, η is the viscosity of the liquid. Parameter K is often referred as wicking 
coefficient or wicking rate and determined by fitting the experimental data to equation 3.  
Capillary theory discussed above forms a fundamental basis for the studies of 
liquid transport in textile structures since textile structures also comprise large number of 
capillaries which are formed due to inter-fiber and inter-yarn spaces. These capillaries are 
however, open, discontinuous, and are connected in a very complex manner. Liquid 
transport in textile structures has been studied by several methods. These methods are 
based on three modes of wetting: 
 (a) Total immersion of the substrate inside liquid 
-where time required for a sample to completely sink inside the liquid is 
measured. 
(b) Absorption of a liquid from an unlimited reservoir  
 - where one end of yarn segment or fabric strip is immersed in a liquid and weight 
or height of the liquid absorbed in fabric is measured. 
(c) Absorption of a limited liquid quantity, such as a drop of a liquid 
-where either the time needed for the drop to sink into the fabric or the area 
covered by the spreading drop is measured. 
 
First method, although simple and quick, is rarely used for research purposes as it 
gives very limited information about the pore structure and the kinetics of the absorption 
process. The other two methods have been widely used by researches as they give 
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relevant information and mimic the spreading process of many industrial operations. The 
findings of these studies on yarns and fabrics are summarized in the following sections.   
2.1.1 Sorption from an Unlimited Quantity of Liquid  
2.1.1.1 Sorption in Yarns 
 
Several basic studies have been carried out on liquid transport through yarn from an 
unlimited reservoir. Researchers have used different techniques to quantitatively analyze 
the liquid flow through yarns. Commonly used technique consists of observing and 
measuring the liquid front when liquid is flowing through vertically or horizontally 
clamped yarn with its one end dipped in an infinite quantity of liquid [4]. In advanced 
versions of this technique, liquid flow is measured by analysis of CCD images taken 
during the capillary rise of colored liquid in yams [5]. Another technique is setting liquid-
sensitive sensors regularly along the yarn segment [1].  
In the last technique, the weight variation of the liquid in the yarn or force exerted 
by the liquid on yarn can be measured with a sensitive electronic balance [2, 6-8]. 
Bayramli et al. [9, 10] used it for glass fibers coated in various ways and thus could 
measure axial capillary flow. However, this technique is too delicate to use with spun 
staple fiber yarns, because of the flexible nature of the yarns and also due to the fact that 
wetting force can exceed the effects of capillary forces. Use of this method is more 
difficult in the case of texturized yarns as they exhibit a tendency to recoil.  
All of the above studies have showed that wicking of liquid in yarns follows the 
Lucas-Washburn equation (equation 3). The experimental data obtained using the above 
methods is often fitted to equation 3 to determine the wicking coefficient. Capillary 
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radius can also be determined if the liquid properties -surface tension, viscosity and 
contact angle for the solid-liquid pair are known. 
A small group of researchers have studied the transport of liquid through yarns 
having complex cross sectional geometry [11, 12]. Unusual and complex geometries arise 
due to the use of triangular, square, elliptical or criss-cross shaped fibers in yarns instead 
of usual round shaped fibers. Zhang and coworkers  [11] modeled the liquid flow in yarns 
consisting round, square, triangular and criss-cross shaped fibers using integrated Reed-
Wilson and shaped fiber bundle mathematical simulation model (MFB). They determined 
the parameters such as number of capillaries and average capillary radius by analyzing 
the fiber bundle cross-sectional images simulated from MFB.  The authors observed the 
highest initial wicking rate in the case of cross fibers followed by double-cross, 
triangular, square and round fibers. Highest equilibrium height was observed in the case 
of cross fibers followed by double cross, round, triangular and square shaped fibers.  
In a similar study, Rajagopalan and Aneja [12] modeled yarns having circular and 
elliptical fibers in Polyflow. They used their models to understand the effect of geometric 
and material parameters on liquid transport. Their models predicted that as the non-
roundness of the filament increases, or the void area between the filaments decreases, the 
maximum liquid height increases while initial rate of wicking decreases. 
For twist-less filament yarns, rate of wicking and equilibrium wicking height have 
been shown to depend upon packing density. Effective capillary radius is lower when 
packing density is higher. Packing density changes with the tension applied on the yarn. 
Liu et. al. [13] observed the effect of tension on wicking height in their study on effect of 
twist on wicking. They observed that initially, wicking height increased rapidly with 
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tension and then became steady (Figure 1).  At certain tension level yarns attained 
maximum packing density which remained constant on any further addition of tension. 
Noyni and Brook  [4] also observed similar trends in their research. 
 
Figure 1: Equilibrium wicking height in twist-less yarn as a function of tension applied 
on yarn Liu et. al.[13]. 
 
While most of the research has been done to understand the kinetics of liquid 
transport through yarn or fabrics, there are some studies dedicated to modeling of 
equilibrium wicking height. These studies argue that equilibrium wicking length is 
important in many applications from practical standpoint of view. 
Wiener and his coworkers [14] proposed such a model which was based on the 
simplified description of the thread structure as shown in Figure 2. This model assumes 
twist-less continuous filament yarn and along with other usual parameters, it includes 
parameters such as fineness of fiber, number of fibers at the cross section in the bundle 
and packing density. At equilibrium the force of gravity is compensated by the resultant 
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interfacial force. On the basis of this consideration and stated assumptions, the authors 
expressed the maximum suction height by the following equation (equation 4) . 
 
Figure 2: Model assumed by Wiener et. al. [14]. 
 
 
 
where: 
Hmax - equilibrium suction height, m 
N - number of fibers in bundle 
RV - radius of fiber, m 
P - part in percent of liquid from surface of bundle, % 
Q - part in percent of non-wetted fibers from surface of bundle, % 
µ - filling 
ρ - density of liquid, kg.m-3 
σLG - interfacial tension liquid-air, N.m-1 
(4) 
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Θ - contact angle 
In another study Liu et. al. [13] developed model for wicking in twisted yarns 
using macroscopic force balance approach and capillary penetration mechanism. 
Capillary force Fc can be expressed in terms of an upward force Fcu arising from the 
interaction between the liquid and the fibers, and a downward force Fcd which arises due 
to the concave liquid–gas interface as shown in equation 5. Downward force Fcd equals 
P1γ  where P1 is perimeter of the yarn and γ is surface tension of the liquid. 
 
 
Further, the authors developed analytical equation for the force component Fcu. 
 
 
where ϕ is packing fraction of fibers in the yarn, r is radius of the fiber helical path, H is 
pitch length of the helix of the fiber path, ρf is density of fiber, θa is advancing contact 
angle between the liquid and the fiber, rf is average radius of fiber, Lf is fiber length, ry is 
radius of yarn and α is given as. 
  
 Lequ can be calculated using the following equation.   
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
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where ρl is density of liquid, g is gravitational acceleration and A is area available for 
liquid flow in yarn cross section.  
The authors further expressed wicking time (t) as a function of length of capillary 
rise in yarn, equilibrium wicking length and a parameter that depends on twist and 
coefficient as shown in equation 9.   
 
 
Where L is capillary rise, k is frictional coefficient and λ is twist coefficient.  
  As can be observed in Figure 3(a) calculated equilibrium length values using 
equation 8 for yarns with different twist levels matched fairly well with experimental 
results. Authors attributed discrepancies in the results at low twist levels to the deviation 
of packing of the fibers from the idealized open-packing. Good agreement between 
theoretical and experimental results at high twist levels is seen possibly because yarns do 
achieve idealized packing geometry at high twist levels. In kinematic studies of liquid 
transport in twisted yarns, the authors observed that parameter N varies linearly with twist 
level (Figure 3(b)). Thus, from linear model, N can be predicted from known twist level 
value and with the help of calculated Lequ , dynamics of liquid transport in twisted yarns 
can be predicted. 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
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Figure 3: Results of experimental studies on twisted filament yarns; Liu et. al. [13]. 
 
Studies carried out on sorption of liquids in fabrics from unlimited reservoir are reviewed 
in the next section. 
2.1.1.2 Sorption in Fabrics 
 
Wicking of liquids in fabrics from an unlimited reservoir is typically studied by 
immersing one end of vertically hung fabric strip in liquid bath. Measurements can be 
carried out in different ways. Height of the liquid rise with time can be measured 
manually using a ruler, using electrical sensors or by the analysis of the images taken 
during wicking. Alternatively, the weight absorbed by fabrics with time can be measured 
by electronic micro-weight balances or the force exerted on fabrics can be measured by 
micro force gauges. In another simpler method, height or weight of the liquid in fabric is 
measured after certain standard time.  
Wicking studies have been widely used to compare the wettability and absorption 
properties of  different types of fabrics. For example, Hollies et.al. [1] studied the 
wicking of liquids in fabrics and in yarns from those fabrics using electrical sensors. The 
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fabrics were made from cotton, wool, nylon, polyester and blends of them. The transport 
of water along fabrics was shown to depend on the laws of capillary action. The authors 
also found that the rate of travel of water in these capillaries was readily reduced by the 
presence of randomly arranged fibers in the yarn. Authors concluded that orientation of 
fibers is more important than the nature of the fiber material in blended fabrics. They 
further found that the rate of travel of water in a group of wool-type blended fabrics can 
be well correlated with their thermal resistance properties, and both appeared to depend 
on the arrangement of the individual fibers in the fabrics. Random arrangement of the 
fibers in the yarns led to fabrics along which water travels slowly and which also possess 
increased thermal insulation in the moist state. 
In another example, Yoon and Buckley [15] used wicking tests to compare the 
absorption properties of polyester/cotton  knit fabrics. They observed that wicking rate 
was higher in the wale direction than in the course direction and the rate in an 
intermediate direction fell within these two limits. They observed substantial variation in 
wicking behavior as the fiber composition varied in the fabric samples. 100 % cotton and 
50/50 blend fabrics showed a very rapid wicking behavior and the wicking rate sharply 
dropped as the polyester content increased.  
When wicking studies are done using weight balance or force balance method, 
force of wetting can be observed. According to the Wilhelmy principle, when a solid is 
partially immersed in a liquid, the wetting force (Fw) exerted by the liquid on the solid is 
given by [2]: 
θγ cos××= LVsw PF   (11) 
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where Ps is the perimeter of the solid along touching boundary of the liquid, γLV  is the 
surface free energy of the liquid-vapor interface or the surface tension of the liquid, and θ 
is the contact angle. 
Figure 4 shows a typical curve of force vs. time obtained during wicking 
experiments. Point B in figure indicates the initial force exerted on fabric which is zero.   
As soon as fabric touches the liquid, force immediately increases from B to C which is 
mainly due to wetting. Force due to wicking is less dominant at this stage. Gradual 
increase in force from C to D is however due to the sorption of liquid in fabric due to 
capillary forces which overcome the viscous, gravitational and inertial forces. When 
fabric reaches its maximum absorption capacity the steady state region is observed (D to 
E). During the removal process some increase in force is observed due to buoyancy 
effects (point F). After complete removal, force drops to point G which remains steady. 
Wt is the total liquid retention in the vertically hung sample. 
 
Figure 4: A typical curve of force Vs. time obtained during wicking tests. 
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  It has also been shown by Heish and his coworkers [2, 16] that the wetting 
characteristics of fabrics do not depend on their configuration i.e. length of fabric, width 
of fabric, fabric-water interface depth, and fabric direction and it only depends on the 
material (fiber) properties. This means that wettability of any fabric is the same as the 
wettability of its constituent fiber and contact angles for fiber-liquid and fabric-liquid are 
identical. Wicking on the other hand depends on the fabric parameters, specially the 
parameters which affect the pore size or pore connectivity.  
Wicking studies have also been used to study the penetration of resin into 
composites by Patel and Lee. [17]. They carried out the experiments using the force 
balance method mentioned above. In their study they monitored the vertical wicking of 
the liquid into the fiber tows as a function of time, and the weight changes were recorded. 
They corrected the weights for the buoyancy, and the wetting effects. This correction was 
obtained at the end of the test, when the weight of the fibrous assembly is constant. The 
correction was then applied to all the weights from the start of the test. The corrected 
weight (mwick) values were then converted to the height of the liquid column (hwick) by the 
equation: 
fcsl
wick
wick A
mh φρ ××=  
Where Acs and φf are the cross-sectional area and the porosity of the fibrous assembly, 
respectively. The porosity of the fibrous assembly was calculated using the total weight 
of liquid wicked in the fibrous assembly at steady state. From values of hwick,  the authors 
determined permeabilities of fabrics by fitting the data to Washburn equation. The 
(12) 
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authors found that reduction of the resin surface tension favors the wetting and wicking 
kinetics. Although lower fiber reinforcement porosity resulted in a higher capillary 
pressure, it reduced permeability. Thus there would be an optimum porosity at which the 
spontaneous impregnation rates are the highest. 
Another important purpose wicking studies have been used for is to characterize 
the porosity, pore connectivity and pore size of the fabrics. Heish et. al. [6, 7] used 
wicking studies to determine the liquid absorption capacity, porosity, liquid uptake rate 
and mean or effective pore cross sectional area of cotton and polyester fabrics. The study 
was carried out using the force balance technique. Liquid absorption capacity (CL) is the 
final weight recorded by the microbalance. Using known value of CL , porosity (φ)  
values were then calculated by the authors using equation 13 [2], 
rC
rC
L
L
×+
×
=
1
φ  
 
Where r is the ratio ρf , the density of fiber and ρl , the density of liquid. 
The authors argue that vertically hung fabric method gives more appropriate 
values of porosity than the other methods such as mercury porosimeter, liquid 
porosimeter or direct determination of porosity (equation 14).  The author states that 
mercury and liquid porosimeter gives somewhat wrong values as experiments are needed 
to be carried out under pressure which causes change in structure. Direct method also 
gives erroneous porosity values as the thickness of fabrics is measured under some 
standard pressure which changes the geometry of the pores. 
(13) 
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f
b
ρ
ρφ −= 1  
 
where   ρb  is bulk density of fabric and ρf is density of fiber. Bulk density (ρb) can be 
calculated using the following formula.   
)(.
)/(. 2
cmthicknessFabric
cmgweightFabric
b =ρ  
 
Liquid uptake rates for different fabrics were determined and compared by 
authors by plotting a graph of force vs. time, similar to that shown in Figure 4. Mean pore 
area (Am) or effective pore cross sectional area (Ae), which are very good measures of 
porosity, pore connectivity and liquid transport in fabrics having different kinds of fibers, 
yarns, and configurations, were calculated by the authors using equations 16 and 17; 
l
t
m l
WA
ρ×
=  
 
where Wt is liquid retention amount in the fabrics at the end of liquid transport in the 
vertically hung fabrics. l is length of fabrics and ρl  is density of liquid.  
*
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where w is mass uptake of liquid, Ae is effective pore cross sectional area, g* is the 
effective gravity in the direction of liquid movement and η is viscosity of liquid. Ae and 
g* are determined from the slope and interception of the plot (dw/dt vs. 1/w). 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
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To acquire information about pore size and level of pore connectivity, the authors 
conducted liquid transport experiments on vertically hung fabrics of different lengths. 
Example of this has been shown below where experiments were conducted on fabrics 
whose lengths ranged from 10mm –140 mm. The decreasing trend in Figure 5 (below) 
indicates a reduction in saturation in the pores away from the liquid source. Slope of the 
curves gives the information about how fast the continuity in capillaries is decreasing. 
 
Figure 5: Mean (•) and effective (▲) pore areas in 100 % cotton fabrics at specific 
distance above liquid [2]. 
 
2.1.2 Sorption of a limited Quantity of Liquid  
 
Studies on sorption of a limited quantity of liquid are often done by placing a small drop 
of a liquid on horizontally clamped yarn or fabrics. Some important studies which were 
performed on yarns and fabrics by different researchers using this method are reviewed 
below.  
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2.1.2 Drop Spreading on Yarns 
 
Either the time required for a drop to completely penetrate inside the yarn sample or the 
distance travelled by a drop with time is measured in studies of this type. Capillary 
pressure at the liquid front is the dominant driving force for the wicking process. 
Francis Manor and his coworkers performed such experiments on nylon and 
viscose yarns with different amounts of twist and with liquids of varying surface tension, 
viscosity and contact angle [18]. The size of droplets they used ranged from 3mm – 6mm 
in diameter. The size of yarn was much smaller; around 0.15 mm. The authors used the 
bigger sized drops so that they could observe for a longer time the wicking of droplets at 
various stages of drop depletion. Figure 6 shows the wicking of Ucon 50-HB-55 and 
polyethylene glycol in the loose nylon yarn. Graph shows that after a period of linear 
continuous region, wicking becomes nonlinear and progressively decelerated.  
 
Figure 6: Wicking of Ucon 50-HB-55 (curve 1) and polyethylene glycol (curve 2) in 
loose nylon yarn [18]. 
 
Higher wicking rate for Ucon liquid was observed as it was a  better wetting 
liquid than polyethylene glycol. The other important thing in the graph is that Ucon liquid 
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continued to wick even after the drop disappeared completely from yarn surface. Authors 
attribute this behavior to the difference in contact angle hysteresis among the various 
fiber-liquid systems. High contact angle hysteresis inhibits the wicking of liquid from 
bigger radius capillary to narrow radius capillary after the drop is completely absorbed 
into yarn. Their experiments on different yarns showed that for the period prior to the 
disappearance of the drop; Washburn’s equation h = K × t 0.5 was obeyed and the wicking 
rates were similar to those obtained from wicking studies which were carried out using 
unlimited reservoir. This showed that before the drop disappears, more liquid is always 
available for the yarn to take up, and as wicking proceeds, the reservoir becomes 
progressively depleted and Washburn’s equation ceases to express correct wicking trend. 
 Further, the authors found that the rise of liquid is significantly higher in the case 
of open yarns (low twist). Authors observed very low level of wicking in the tightly 
packed viscose yarns compared to tight nylon yarns. They attributed this diminished 
wicking to the better packing efficiency of viscose fibers. Higher wicking rates than 
expected were observed in case of viscose filament yarns due to crenulations on the fiber 
surface, which also act as capillaries. The distribution of wicking liquid across the yarn 
segment was also measured by the authors. They found that the distribution pattern varies 
within yarn and also from liquid to liquid due to contact angle hysteresis.  
In a more recent study, the wicking kinetics of liquid droplets into yams was 
studied by Chen and his coworkers [19] by a slightly different approach. They monitored 
droplet absorption using a computerized imaging system and analyzed the time needed 
for droplet disappearance as a function of droplet volume for various yams. The authors 
showed that for the liquids which can easily wet the yarns, the time of droplet absorption 
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Tw is a linear function of the square of initial droplet volume V02. Authors state that the 
slope of this relationship provides important information about the porosity and capillary 
structure of yam. A mathematical model was also developed to describe the wicking 
kinetics. Their model predicts that droplet wicking can occur even if the advancing 
contact angle is slightly greater than 90°. However, for these liquids, the relationship 
between Tw and V02 is nonlinear. Porosity and hydraulic radius values for different yarns 
were calculated by fitting the data to the model. 
2.1.2 Drop Spreading on Fabrics 
 
In drop spreading studies on fabrics, typically, a small drop is placed on fabric and the 
area covered by the drop with time is measured. A radial flow geometry allows the 
simultaneous study of more than one inflow direction. The shape and rate of a radially 
advancing fluid front can be used to determine the directional permeabilites in the plane. 
Thus drop-spreading studies can also be effectively used to compare structurally different 
fibrous networks.  
Drop spreading study on textile fabrics is in use for many years, primarily to 
characterize the wettability of fabrics. In one study, Minor et. al. observed the spreading 
of organic liquids on textile fabrics [20]. They observed that some liquids may spread 
better on some fabrics than others (Figure 7). Patterns of drop spreading showed that in 
some samples, liquid can easily transfer from yarn to yarn while in some samples it is 
difficult.  
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Figure 7: Drop spreading on textile fabrics observed by Minor et.al.[20]. 
 
They also observed that during drop spreading, liquid migrates or transfers from 
one yarn to the second yarn and they considered it as an important part of the drop 
spreading process. They examined this migration process using the experimental set up 
shown in Figure 8. Two yarns were hung in a criss-cross fashion with some contact in 
them. Some tension was applied to both the yarns. A big drop of liquid was placed on one 
of the yarns away from the intersection and the movement of liquid was observed. 
Distance traveled by the liquid in both the yarns in a given time or the time required for 
the liquid front to reach a specific distance can be measured and can be used to describe 
the migration process. 
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Figure 8: Experimental setup used by Minor et. al. to study the yarn to yarn liquid 
migration 
 
The kinetics of the spreading of a drop is more complicated than the wicking of a 
liquid in fabric from an unlimited supply source. Mathematical analysis of the kinetics of 
drop spreading was first performed by Gillpesie [21]. According to his study, the 
spreading process needs to be viewed as occurring in two phases. In the first phase, the 
spreading occurs while the liquid drop is still present on the fabric, as shown in Figure 9. 
Phase 2 indicates the spreading process after the liquid drop placed on the fabric is 
completely absorbed in the fabric.  
 
Figure 9: Spreading of a drop on a porous substrate: (a) phase I - liquid is sinking into 
the substrate and spreading, and (b) phase II - the spreading liquid is contained within the 
substrate [21]. 
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Gillpesie studied the spreading of low vapor pressure liquid drops in various types 
of filter paper and in printflex card [21]. The diameter of the spreading liquid was 
measured as a function of time, using a microscope. For phase II spreading, Gillespie 
developed a rather complicated model for two-dimensional circular spreading as given in 
equation 18.  
 
Where R denotes the radius of the stain, R0 is the radius of the stain at time zero, V is the 
volume of the liquid, h the thickness of the substrate, t is spreading time, and β is given 
by  
 
Where b is a constant descriptive of the substrate, qs is the permeability of the substrate, γ 
is the surface tension, η is the viscosity of the liquid, θ  the advancing contact angle, and 
Cs the saturation concentration of the liquid in the substrate. 
The Gillpesie’s model was simplified by Kissa in his study on capillary sorption 
in fibrous assemblies [21]. Kissa’s generalized model is shown in equation 20. 
nmu tVKA )/( ηγ=  
 where K is a coefficient dependent on the advancing contact angle of the liquid on the 
fibers, the permeability and thickness of the fabric, t denotes the spreading time, γ the 
surface tension, η the viscosity, and V the volume of the liquid.  
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
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Kissa measured the spreading area of a liquid drop on fabric and paper as a 
function of time by simultaneously photographing the spreading liquid and a timer. The 
area depicting the spreading liquid was cut from the photograph and weighed. The 
method was calibrated by photographing a standard area. For liquid impermeable fibers 
(such as polyester), the exponents, u, m, and n were found to be 0.3, 0.7, and 0.3, 
respectively. For n-alkanes spreading on polyethylene terephthalate/cotton, polyethylene 
terephthalate, and cotton fabrics, Kissa found that the equation holds when the fibers are 
impermeable to the spreading liquid.  However, when the liquid diffuses into the fibers, 
the exponent n was found to depend on the drop volume. 
Drop spreading on textile fabrics was further studied by Kawase and his 
coworkers [22]. Kawase studied drop spreading dynamics on the fabrics containing liquid 
permeable cotton, rayon and nylon fibers. He found that during phase I, the capillary 
spreading can be reasonably approximated by sorption from an unlimited reservoir into 
porous substrate. As the external pressure driving the liquid is negligible compared to 
capillary pressure, spreading follows the generalized Washburn equation given below. 
5.05.0)/( tKVs ηγ=  
For phase II, he found that values of n are much smaller than the theoretical value 
of 0.33 and also they vary with the volume of drop, increasing from 0.10 to 0.15 when 
the drop volume increases from 0.05 to 0.20. The author argues that this is because of 
diffusion of water inside cotton fibers at longer time periods. In the same research, 
Kawase also showed that, n is also affected by the atmospheric conditions and the 
hydrophilicity of the fabric surface. He also observed that for liquid water and rayon 
(21) 
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fiber, the value of n remains constant at 0.14 for all drop volumes. Also, the water drop 
did not penetrate into nylon and PET fabrics owing to the larger apparent contact angle. 
He attributes the unusual behavior of rayon to its high water absorptivity, longer capillary 
lengths, and crenulated cross section. For phase II, for impermeable fibers, the exponents, 
u, m and n are 0.3, 0.7 and 0.3 respectively. For permeable fibers, Kawase found that the 
exponent n decreases, m increases and the exponent u remains almost constant. Thus the 
exponent n correlates with the hydrophobicity of the fibers. 
In their next study, Kawase and his coworkers [23] investigated the effects of 
softening agents on the wetting of textiles by measuring the capillary spreading of liquid 
as a function of time. The values of the exponent n during phase II of the capillary 
spreading of softened fabrics increased in comparison with those of unsoftened fabrics, 
owing to the adsorption of the softening agent, which made the fiber surface more 
hydrophobic and produced a larger advancing contact angle of the fiber to the water ( A). 
Based on experiments with DTAC as a softening agent for nylon, the following 
quantitative relationship was found between the value of the exponent n and the 
advancing contact angle of water ( A): n = (4.62 X 10-3)  A, - 0.001. From this, reasonable 
advancing contact angles were also estimated for other fabrics.  
Adams et. al. in their paper [24] have presented an in-plane flow technique that 
allows experimental quantification of directional in-plane permeabilities and flow 
anisotropies that can be used to characterize a wide range of fibrous networks. The 
authors determined the directional permeabilities using the models which were derived 
from mass and momentum balance equations. They showed that directional 
permeabilities depend upon only fabric structure and are independent of driving pressure, 
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fluid viscosity and fiber surface wettability properties. According to their analysis, two 
fabrics with identical structural features will have identical directional in-pane 
permeabilities, regardless of fiber type, because the experimental driving pressure is large 
enough to ignore capillary pressures in the systems.  
In a more recent study by Arora et. al. [25], dynamics of drop spreading on 
fibrous porous substrates used in composite processing was investigated microscopically. 
They tracked the spreading front of silicon oil drops on borosilicate glass, quartz, and two 
different kinds of glass fiber mats: a woven fabric and an unidirectional mat. For the 
woven fabric, they found that spreading front progresses in steps of increasing and 
decreasing rate. For the unidirectional mat, spreading occurred primarily in the direction 
of fibers and the spreading front progressed with gradual decreasing rate. In order to 
compare results with other porous substrates, the authors fitted the experimental data to a 
power law model as shown in equation 22.  
R(t) = R0(1 + ktn) 
where R(t), R0, k, and n are spreading radius, initial spreading radius, spreading constant, 
and spreading exponent, respectively.  
Their experimental data showed that for 3–15 µl drop sizes, two power exponents 
are required to describe the complete spreading, whereas for 27 µl drop, single power 
exponent is sufficient. Spreading behavior of 7 µl and 27 µl drop is shown in Figure 10. 
The transition between the two power law regimes has been indicated by a dashed line in 
the same figure.  
(22) 
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Figure 10: Variation of spreading radius with time for silicon oil on unidirectional mat 
[25]. 
 
The authors argue that this behavior originates from the interplay of inertial, 
capillary and gravity forces. Gravity plays a bigger role in the spreading of a 27 µl drop 
than in the spreading of a 7 µl drop. Gravity retards the spreading rate. The authors 
observed that the power law exponent applicable for the initial spreading of a 7-µl drop is 
higher than that for the later stage of spreading. This is due to the fact that mainly forces 
of inertia and capillarity act during the initial phase, whereas in the later stage of 
spreading, only the capillary forces contribute to the spreading.  
In another similar study  [26], wetting dynamics of silicon oil (SO) and polyvinyl-
alcohol-water solution was investigated on a unidirectional mat (UDMAT) and woven 
fabric (WF). The drop-spreading behavior was examined by measuring the contact 
radius, height and contact angle. The authors observed that the height of the drop 
decreased monotonically. Spreading behavior for PVA and SO differed qualitatively and 
quantitatively. More spreading was observed for PVA before imbibition. PVA drops after 
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spreading to a large extent, imbibed extremely rapidly into the porous media. While, 
silicon oil drops spread and imbibed at equivalent rates. It was noted that the volume 
imbibed into the porous media varied linearly with time for PVA and varied as a square 
root function of time for SO.  
 
2.2 Inkjet Printing on Textile Fabrics 
 
Ink jet printing of textiles evolved at a rapid pace in the last few decades. It is now a well 
established technique but it is still being used mainly for special and short run printing 
purposes. Rapid technological advancements and increasing productivity and industrial 
acceptance rates are the signs of a bright future for ink jet printing of textiles.  This 
technology can be expected to play a significant role in the bulk production of printed 
textiles in the near future. Moreover, ink jet printing technology is being used not only 
for conventional color printing of textiles but also for some smart applications such as 
printing of biological and electronic materials on textile fabrics for sensing applications 
[27, 28]. 
Canon, the global manufacturer of printers, demonstrated its first Bubble Jet 
textile printer in the mid-1990s, which could print up to 1.6 meters in width at a through 
put speed of 1 square meter per minute. However these printers did not get much industry 
attention due to the high price and low productivity. Some other models were 
demonstrated in subsequent years but they also did not get much attention. Dupont’s 
Artistri 2020 printer developed in collaboration with Ichinose Toshin kogyo Company, 
however, won significant market adoption with about 160 printers installed by early 
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2006. As the technology is advancing, the Ink jet printing technology is proving to be a 
cost-effective solution for the short run production and just-in-time deliveries [29]. 
Ink jet printing system essentially involves the delivery of ink to a medium in the 
form of small droplets. The drops can be created and delivered to materials in various 
ways, which are explained in the following section. 
2.2.1 Ink Jet Printing Technology 
 
Ink jet technologies are typically classified in to two large classes namely, continuous Ink 
Jet (CIJ) and Drop-on-Demand Ink Jet (DOD). In CIJ technique, the jet of ink is 
continuously fired through the nozzle at constant speed and pressure. Instability breaks 
the continuous liquid jet into droplets. These droplets are either deflected by the 
application of electric field or allowed to fall on the material to be printed as shown in 
Figure 11[29]. Deflected drops are again transported to the ink reservoir. For the 
deflection of drops using electric field, the ink needs to be conductive, to be able to be 
charged.  
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Figure 11: Different methods of continuous ink jet printing [29]. 
 
In DOD technique, drops are not fired continuously as they are in the CIJ 
technique. Drops are created only when they are needed. There are mainly two 
techniques for the creation of drops: Piezoelectric Ink Jet (PIJ) and Thermal Ink Jet (TIJ). 
In PIJ system, the drop is created by quickly reducing the volume of the ink chamber 
inside the nozzle by means of piezoelectric actuators. The reduction of volume squeezes 
the ink droplet out of the nozzle. In the TIJ system, the temperature of a small heater 
located inside the chamber is raised to very high level to nucleate a bubble of ink inside 
the chamber. The explosive expansion of the vapor bubbles squeezes a drop of the ink out 
of nozzle. Piezoelectric actuators in PIJ system and thermal heaters in TIJ system can be 
placed in various forms inside chambers. One example of each system is shown in 
Figures 12 and 13[29]. 
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Figure 12: Drop-on-demand piezoelectric ink jet- squeeze mode [29]. 
 
 
Figure 13: Drop-on-demand thermal ink jet- roof shooter [29]. 
 
Cost of the CIJ print heads are higher than the DOD print heads due the 
complexities associated with the CIJ system. However they are used in the industry quite 
often as operating frequency (number of drops per second) is much higher than that of the 
DOD systems [29]. 
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Strength and weaknesses of the various technologies 
Both PIJ and CIJ systems of drop creation have their own advantages and disadvantages. 
Reduction in volume that can be achieved using piezoelectric actuators is very small 
compared to what can be achieved by nucleation and expansion of the bubble. For this 
reason, packing density of nozzles in the PIJ system is very small, which limits the native 
resolution (number of nozzles per inch in the direction of the nozzle array). Another 
advantage of TIJ system is that the heaters required for drop nucleation can be 
simultaneously printed while electronic circuit is printed on the print head. Piezoelectric 
actuators however, need to be placed separately in the print heads. Therefore, TIJ print 
heads are less expensive and more compact than PIJ print heads. TIJ print heads are also 
considered good for printing quality as the possibility of dissolution of air in the ink and 
creation of small air bubbles in ink is small, compared to that of PIJ system. The presence 
of small air bubbles in ink lowers the image quality drastically. 
A clear advantage of the PIJ system over TIJ system lies in the choice of ink type 
(latitude). Though some special inks have been developed for the TIJ system, only 
aqueous inks are commercially available for this system. Water is considered as the best 
medium for inks as it generates the necessary vapor pressure for bubble generation. Other 
solvents such as alcohols can not produce vapor pressure enough to eject a drop. 
Piezoelectric heads, on the other hand, can easily fire any fluid provided that the fluid is 
within a range of operating viscosity and surface tension. Another advantage of PIJ 
system is the possibility it offers for the creation of drops of different sizes, using pre-
pulsing technique. 
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In TIJ system, some arrangement is necessary to take care of the excess heat 
produced by the heaters. The lifetime of PIJ system is therefore considered higher than 
that of TIJ print heads. Heaters in TIJ print heads get fouled by ink deposits and get 
corroded by the solvents. 
All the current ink jet technologies can only print low viscosity inks. If low 
viscosity inks are used to print the fabrics, then the ink or dye drops are immediately 
absorbed or wicked inside the fabrics. This wicking inside the yarn or fabric does not 
render perfect color circles, which are important for good image quality. Pretreatment of 
fabrics is therefore necessary to avoid this rapid wicking of ink or dye. The following 
section focuses on the pretreatment of fabrics for ink jet printing. 
 
2.2.2 Pretreatments, Dithering, Fixation and Washing  
 
Pretreatment of fabrics before ink jet printing is an additional expense and it also creates 
more complexities in the process of ink-jet printing of textiles. Pretreatment generally 
involves coating of fabrics with pastes.  These pastes consist of a thickening agent and a 
chemical, which help the fixation of dye on the fibers. The paste also prevents the 
wicking and penetration of dye inside fabric. This paste and unfixed dye need to be 
removed after printing which adds additional expense. The pretreatment is usually 
necessary while printing with reactive, acid or disperse dyes. However, pretreatment is 
not required for printing with pigment inks. Development of pigment inks for ink jet 
printing took some time as early pigment inks were used to give duller shades and also 
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tended to block the nozzles of print heads. However newly developed pigment based inks 
are much better and most of their drawbacks have been corrected to considerable extent. 
Most common pretreatments given for cotton and polyester fabrics are given 
below [29]: 
Cotton (for reactive dyes) 
• 100 g/l medium viscosity sodium alginate 
• 100 g/l Urea 
• 20-30 g/l Sodium carbonates 
 
Polyester (for disperse dyes) 
• 100 g/l cibatey AR (Ciba) 
• 100 g/l Sodium alginate 
 
Dithering 
In dithering process during printing, the placing of individual drops within pixels is 
carefully controlled or randomized to give smooth gradations to avoid any undesirable 
chevron or moiré effects in the prints [30]. Dithering algorithms vary from the original, 
simple Bayer system to the more sophisticated Stücki method, which uses error 
diffusion computation methods, and similar proprietary systems. 
 
Fixation of dyes and washing of printed fabrics 
Textile fabrics printed using reactive dyes are steamed under atmospheric pressure at just 
over 100°C. Polyester fabrics printed using disperse dyes require to be steamed at much 
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higher temperature at about 170-180°C. Pigment prints are cured using hot air. Some inks 
are cured by UV light. Printed fabrics subjected to pretreatment need to be washed. Cold 
wash followed by rinse by a hot wash is often employed. Some chemicals are added in 
wash bath to make the un-reacted dye inactive. 
One of the objectives of this research is to understand how the micron sized drops 
spread, penetrate or wick inside the fabrics of different structures and how they affect the 
final printing quality. The following sections focus on the studies that have been done to 
understand the wicking of liquid and droplets inside the fabric and on the quality of 
printing obtained on fabrics of different weaves (plain, twill, and sateen) and with 
different treatments. 
2.2.3 Studies on Ink Jet Printing of Fabrics 
 
A limited number of studies have been undertaken in the past to investigate the effect of 
fabric structure and pretreatments on the ink jet printing quality. These studies mainly use 
the objective means for evaluating printing quality (PQ) which are developed by ISO 
(International Organization for standardization, PQ standards ISO/IEC 13660 200 / CE) 
[31]. These standards were originally developed for printing on paper; however, these are 
also widely used to evaluate the ink jet printing quality of textiles. Some important 
quality attributes that are often used are shown in  
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Table 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1: Attributes used for printing quality assessment [32]. 
 
Fan and Kim [32, 33] investigated the effect of weave of fabrics and pretreatment 
on the ink jet printing quality.  They compared the width of lines that were printed on 
fabrics with width of lines printed on photo paper. They noticed that excessive wicking of 
ink in yarns renders wider lines, which hampers the printing quality. They found that 
plain weave fabrics have the highest line width gain followed by twill and sateen fabrics. 
Knitted fabric showed the lowest line width gain as shown in Figure 14. However no 
clear conclusion could be drawn about the effect of fabric structure on ink jet printing 
quality as the above fabrics had different types of finish on them.  Depending upon finish, 
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characteristics of the fabrics varied from hydrophilic to hydrophobic as shown in Figure 
15. As the inks were water based, higher water/alcohol wicking ratio (more 
hydrophilicity) promoted the wicking in yarns to render wider lines.  
 
Figure 14: Effect of fabric weave and structures on line width gain [33]. 
 
 
Figure 15: Correlation between average line width gain and water/alcohol wicking ratio 
[33]. 
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The above authors also studied the effect of different treatments or coatings 
applied on the fabric. The treatment recipes they used comprised either alginate or silicon 
or nano-silica. The effects of pretreatments on line width gain are shown in Figure 16 and 
Figure 17. Results show that treatments improve the printing quality and quality was 
comparable to that on photo paper. Among different pretreatments, the nano-silica 
coating rendered higher quality. The authors observed that the effect of fabric structure 
on printing quality disappears when pretreatments are included. 
 
Figure 16: Effect of pretreatment on line quality (Woven Fabric) [33]. 
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Figure 17: Effect of pretreatment on line quality (Knitted Fabric) [33]. 
 
Park and co-workers [34] conducted a similar study. They assessed mainly the 
effect of fabric structure (weave), pretreatments and ink type. They also found that image 
quality depends on fabric construction, especially for the untreated fabrics. Contrary to 
the study conducted by Fan, Park, et. al, they found that the line quality was better in the 
plain fabrics followed by twill and sateen fabrics. In twill and sateen fabrics, the authors 
explained, yarns float for longer distances due to less number of cross over points. 
Therefore ink wicks easily in those floated yarns. However in plain weave fabrics, 
wicking of ink is halted at cross over points which gives less line width gain and hence 
better printing quality. Authors also found that the printing quality could be considerably 
improved using certain types of coatings. Ink type was also found to be a very important 
factor. Alcohol based inks rendered images of good quality because alcohol evaporates 
faster, before significant wicking can occur. 
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In line with the above studies, other researchers [31] have also demonstrated the 
significance of fabric structure, yarn size and hydrophilic/hydrophobic nature of the 
fabric. 
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CHAPTER 3 
SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES OF THE THESIS 
 
 
 
3.1 Scope 
3.1.1 Study of Liquid Migration 
Literature review shows that liquid transport in textiles has been extensively studied. 
Different techniques such as direct observation, use of camera and image analysis 
techniques, use of liquid-sensitive sensors and use of force balance have been employed 
to quantitatively analyze liquid flow through yarns and fabrics. The application of 
multiple techniques to analyze liquid flow has helped to understand the influence of 
material and liquid properties on the wicking phenomenon. The wicking process has also 
been used to obtain structural information such as porosity, size and size distribution of 
pores, etc. 
Although liquid transport studies have been used to compare different fabrics, the 
actual effect of fabric structure has not been investigated in a controlled manner. Further, 
almost all of the liquid transport studies that have been conducted on textiles consider 
textile assemblies as single capillaries, even though textile structures consist of capillaries 
that vary in diameter and length and are interconnected in a complex manner. Moreover, 
migration of liquid from one yarn to another yarn and from that yarn back to the first yarn 
is often overlooked despite the fact that it is an important part of the sorption process in 
fabrics.   
When fabric is immersed in a liquid, the liquid first starts to wick through the 
longitudinal threads. When the traveling liquid front encounters transverse threads, some 
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of the liquid in longitudinal threads may move into transverse threads. The rate at which 
liquid transfers from one yarn to another depends upon the nature of capillaries and solid-
liquid physiochemical parameters of the two yarns. The nature of contact and the actual 
area of contact also play important role. Transferred liquid remains in the segments of 
transverse threads and it may act as a new reservoir for the wicking process in the 
longitudinal threads. Due to these additional reservoirs, the rate of wicking of liquid in 
longitudinal threads can go up. Liquid may also get stored in the inter-yarn spaces, which 
can also act as additional reservoirs. This migration process from liquid reservoirs and its 
moderation by structural variations is mentioned [1, 20] but has rarely been studied. Full 
understanding of this process could enable the development of fabrics with superior 
wicking properties.  In this research, the migration process is studied through direct 
visualization and also by the determination of the gain in wicking rate and the 
equilibrium wicking height of yarns, as a result of the yarns remaining an integrated part 
of the fabric. Influence of fabric structural parameters on the migration phenomenon and 
the wicking process has also been investigated. 
3.1.2. Comparison of Wicking Results Obtained by Different Methods 
 
Literature review shows that sorption in vertically hung fabrics from an unlimited 
reservoir can be studied by weight balance method as well as by the image analysis 
method, where weight or height of the liquid rise is measured as a function of time 
respectively. Researchers assume that one method can be substituted for the other or one 
can be used instead of the other. However the results obtained by these methods have 
never been compared for different types of fabrics. Therefore sorption of a liquid from an 
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unlimited reservoir is studied by weight balance and image analysis technique and the 
results obtained are compared.  
Another mode of wetting of textile fabrics is sorption of a limited liquid quantity. 
Although dynamics of this kind of wetting has been deeply studied, the effect of fabric 
structure on spreading dynamics hasn’t been sufficiently explored. This aspect is 
investigated by conducting drop spreading experiments on fabrics exhibiting systematic 
construction differences. An attempt has been made to understand the relationship that 
exists between yarn and fabric wicking rates from an unlimited reservoir and limited 
supply quantity of fluid. 
3.1.3 Characterization of Ink Jet Drop Spreading and its Effect on Printing Quality 
 
Literature review on textile ink jet printing shows that inks based on reactive, acid, 
disperse dyes and pigments are widely used. Several researchers have demonstrated the 
significance of fabric structure, ink type, yarn size, hydrophilic/hydrophobic character of 
the fabric and type of fabric pretreatment on the quality of printing achieved. Among 
different inks, pigment ink is becoming more popular because of its ability to give fuller 
and brighter shades without the need for any pretreatments. Because there is no 
pretreatment of the fabric involved, the printing quality of pigment inks can significantly 
depend on the fabric structure. Surface micro features of the fabrics which are influenced 
by the inter fiber and inter yarn spaces can affect the flow of ink drops. Printing quality is 
finally determined by how these drops flow and deposit on the surface of fabrics.  
Therefore it is important to study the flow of ink jet drops on fabric surfaces and 
understand how the flow affects printing quality.  As mentioned before, some biological 
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and electronic materials are being printed on textile fabrics for smart applications [27, 
28]. Printing quality is extremely important for the desired performance of these 
applications. Therefore the spreading of ink jet drops on fabrics with different structures 
has been studied and the effect of spreading on printing quality has been defined.   
3.1.4 Study of the Influence of Dithering on Printing Quality 
Literature review shows that dithering is an important part of digital printing process to 
achieve homogenous images free of any chevron or moiré effects. Since the drop may 
spread in a random manner on textiles, it is interesting to find out if dithering process is 
essential while printing on textiles. This is investigated by printing dithered and 
undithered images on high quality ink jet paper and different textile fabrics. 
3.1.5 Prediction of Ink Jet Printing Quality from Wicking and Millimeter Sized 
Drop Spreading Tests 
In this research, the relationship between inkjet printing quality and wicking and 
spreading behavior of millimeter-sized ink drops is also investigated. A good 
understanding of this relationship would enable the prediction of the broad-based inkjet 
printing quality by just performing the wicking or drop test on textile structures. 
Establishment of appropriate correlations would help in the assessment of unknown 
fabrics for inkjet printing.  
3.2 Goal and Objectives 
The overall goal of this research is to understand the effect of fabric structure on liquid 
transport, ink jet drop spreading and printing quality. 
The specific objectives are: 
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• Study the wicking of liquid in vertically hung fabrics from an unlimited reservoir 
by weight balance and image analysis methods. 
• Understand the effect of fabric material, yarn type, thread density and yarn-to-
yarn liquid migration on wicking of liquid in fabrics. 
• Compare the wicking results obtained by the weight balance and image analysis 
methods.  
• Characterize the spreading behavior of drops placed on horizontally positioned 
fabric samples using the highly evolved image analysis technique. 
• Understand the effect of fabric material, thickness, yarn type and thread density 
on drop spreading behavior.  
• Understand the relationship that exists between wicking and drop spreading 
behaviors. 
• Print single dot, single line and solid figure patterns on fabrics with different 
structures, using Dimatix ink jet printer and pigment ink. 
• Understand the factors that affect the ink jet drop spreading and final printing 
quality. 
• Evaluate the relationship between wicking, drop spreading and ink jet printing 
quality. 
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CHAPTER 4 
EXPERIMENTAL 
 
 
 
4.1 Materials  
 
Experiments were performed on a range of cotton and polyester fabrics which exhibited 
variations in fabric construction parameters.  Description of the experimental fabrics is 
provided in Table 2. Plain woven cotton fabrics (Samples 1, 2, 3 and 4) were obtained 
from Cotton Incorporated, Raleigh, North Carolina, USA. Polyester fabrics (Samples 5, 
6, 7 and  8) also with plain weave were obtained from  Saraswati Polytex Ltd., India. 
Samples 9 and 10 were obtained from Mount Vernon Mills, Trion, GA and sample 11 
was obtained from Testfabrics, Inc., NJ. The fabrics represented both natural and 
synthetic fibers and also staple fiber and continuous filament yarns. 
Water based pigment ink (Fabric Fast Ultra ink) developed by Trident company 
(Brookfield, CT, USA) was used for printing. This ink is specially developed for textile 
fabrics and does not require any pretreatment of fabrics. Prints can be simply cured by 
subjecting the fabric to hot air. Viscosity and surface tension of the ink were measured by 
using Brookfield viscometer and Kruss bubble surface tension measurement equipment 
respectively. A VCA-Optima XE system (AST Products, Inc.) was used to measure the 
contact angles of ink on cleaned PET film. 
High quality Epson ink jet paper (Product id S041111) was used for ink jet 
printing study. 
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Table 2: Description of experimental fabric samples. 
 
No. Fabric Warp Yarn Weft Yarn EPIa PPIb 
1 Cotton 3508 280 Denier (19 Ne),  Ring Yarn, Twisted (20 TPIc), Dia~270 µm 
660 Denier (8 Ne),  Ring Yarn, 
Twisted (10 TPI), Dia~500 µm 80 35 
2 Cotton 4508 280 Denier (19 Ne),  Ring Yarn, Twisted (20 TPI), Dia~270 µm 
660 Denier (8 Ne),  Ring Yarn, 
Twisted (10 TPI), Dia~500 µm 80 45 
3 Cotton 6018 280 Denier (19 Ne),  Ring Yarn, Twisted (20 TPI), Dia~270 µm 
296 Denier (18 Ne),  Ring Yarn, 
Twisted (13 TPI), Dia~300 µm 80 60 
4 Cotton 7018 280 Denier (19 Ne),  Ring Yarn, Twisted (20 TPI), Dia~270 µm 
296 Denier (18 Ne),  Ring Yarn, 
Twisted (13 TPI), Dia~300 µm 80 70 
5 PET 4663 63 Denier (84 Ne), Filament Yarn, Twisted (25 TPI) , Dia~130 µm 
63 Denier (84 Ne), Filament yarn, 
non-Twisted, Width~142 µm 112 46 
6 PET 8863 63 Denier (84 Ne), Filament Yarn, Twisted (25 TPI) , Dia~130 µm 
63 Denier (84 Ne), Filament yarn, 
non-Twisted, Width~142 µm 112 88 
7 PET 4680 63 Denier (84 Ne), Filament Yarn, Twisted (25 TPI) , Dia~130 µm 
80 Denier (66 Ne), Filament yarn, 
non-Twisted, Width~155 µm 112 46 
8 PET 8880 63 Denier (84 Ne), Filament Yarn, Twisted (25 TPI) , Dia~130 µm 
80 Denier (66 Ne), Filament yarn, 
non-Twisted, Width~155 µm 112 88 
9 PET 490 Denier (11 Ne), Rotor Yarn, Twisted, Dia~340 µm 
350 Denier (15 Ne), Filament yarn, 
non-Twisted, Width~350 µm 52 42 
10 Sized PET 530 Denier, Rotor yarn, Twisted, Dia~300 µm 
530 Denier, Rotor yarn, Twisted, 
Dia~300 µm 56 44 
11 PET tape 280 Denier, Filament yarn, non-Twisted, Width~410 µm 
310 Denier, Filament yarn, non-
Twisted, Width~510 µm 60 40 
Notes: a- Threads per inch in the warp direction of fabric, b-Threads per inch in the weft direction, c-Twists 
per inch of yarn 
 
4.2 Desizing, Scouring and Washing of Fabrics  
 
Fabric samples were taken at random from rolls but away from selvedges. Cotton fabrics 
were first desized and scoured. The following desizing and scouring procedures were 
used for cotton fabrics [35]: 
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Desizing recipe: 
150 ml of 9.078 g/l solution of Na2H2PO4 
100 ml of a 9.472 g/l solution of Na2HPO4 
2% owf Alpha-amylase (bacterial) 
1% owf Nonionic surfactant (triton x-100) 
1% owf Chelating Agent (EDTA, Na Salt) 
25: 1 Liquor ratio 
Desizing Procedure: 
Fabric samples were placed in a large glass beaker and calculated amount of desizing 
solution (25:1 Liquor ratio) was added to the beaker. Solution was kept at 75 °C for 45 
minutes. Finally, fabrics were removed from the bath and were rinsed using hot tap 
water. 
Scouring recipe: 
2.5 gram of sodium hydroxide 
1.0 gram of sodium silicate, meta 
1.0 gram of trisodium phosphate 
0.5 gram of nonionic surfactant (Triton X-100) 
0.5 gram of chelating agent (EDTA, Na Salt) 
Dilute to 500 ml with water 
25: 1 Liquor ratio 
Scouring Procedure: 
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Fabric samples were placed in a large glass beaker and calculated amount of scouring 
solution (25:1 Liquor ratio) was added to the beaker. Solution was kept at boiling for 45 
minutes with frequent stirring. Finally, fabrics were removed from the bath and were 
rinsed using hot top water. After rinsing, the samples were allowed to dry overnight at 
room temperature. All the samples were lightly ironed to remove the wrinkles and folds. 
4.3 Determination of Fabric Structural Parameters 
 
All the fabric samples were measured for their thickness using KAWABATA 
compression tester. The tester determines the thickness at different pressures. Thickness 
at a compressive pressure of 50 g/cm2 (Tm) and thickness at zero compressive pressure 
(T0) were determined for all the fabrics. 
Samples were weighed as per ASTM D-3776 specification to determine their 
areal density (weight per unit area). Thread densities (warp threads or ends per inch (EPI) 
and weft threads or picks per inch (PPI)) were measured for each fabric. The threads were 
counted under a microscope. 
Porosity values (φc) for all the fabrics for thickness T0 and Tm were calculated 
from the knowledge of fabric density and fiber density (equation 23). Fabric density was 
calculated using equation 24. 
fiber
fabric
c ρ
ρφ −=1  
)(.
)/(. 2
cmthickenssFabric
cmgweightFabric
fabric =ρ  
(23) 
(24) 
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4.4 Measurement of Water Transport in Vertically Hung Fabrics 
4.4.1 Image Analysis Method 
For measurement of the height of flow front, wicking process in the fabrics was recorded 
by a Canon camcorder. The recorded videos were converted into picture frames (1 frame 
per second) using video editing software. Each picture image was converted into grey 
scale image and wicking height (h) as a function time (t) was measured by analyzing the 
images, using codes written in Matlab (Appendix A and B). Wicking tests were 
performed on fabric strips of size 3 cm long and 1.5 cm wide. Fabric strips were dipped 
in the liquid just to touch the liquid surface. Wicking experiments were done on 
constituent yarns using the same method as above and 3 cm long yarn segments were 
used.  
Ten samples for each fabric and yarn were tested and the average and standard 
deviation values were determined.  Experiments were done warp way and weft way for 
each fabric. The data for the first sixty seconds was analyzed for all the fabrics and 
wicking coefficient or wicking rate (K) for that period was determined for all the yarns 
and fabrics by fitting the data to generalized Lucas-Washburn equation (equation 25).   
5.0tKh ×=     
The gain in wicking rate of longitudinal yarn (∆K) just because now it is an integrated 
part of the fabric was determined using equation 26. 
( )
100×
−
=∆
y
yf
K
KK
K   (26) 
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Where Kf  is the wicking rate of fabric and Ky is the wicking rate of yarn.  
4.4.2 Measurement of Equilibrium Wicking Height 
The equilibrium wicking heights (Leq) for yarns and fabrics were determined by dipping 
one end of the sample in an excess quantity of liquid for 12 hours.  The % gain in 
equilibrium wicking height (∆Leq) was calculated as per equation 27, which is analogous 
to equation 26. 
( )
100×
−
=∆
yeq
yeqfeq
eq L
LL
L   
4.4.3 Weight Balance Method 
Experimental setup as shown in Figure 18 was used to investigate the water transport in 
vertically hung fabric. A dish containing copious amount of liquid (distilled water or ink) 
was kept on a digital weight balance, which was kept on a raisable platform. Fabric strip 
of size 3×1.5 cm was clamped to metal stand. Raisable platform was slowly raised until 
fabric just touched the liquid. Decrease in weight of liquid inside dish was recorded with 
time until it became steady.  Platform was then slowly lowered and weight of the liquid 
retained by fabric was determined from the initial and final weight of liquid in the dish.  
 
Figure 18: Experimental setup for studying the wicking of water in vertically hung 
fabrics. 
(27) 
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During wicking test, weight shown by the weight balance first decreases sharply 
and then decreases gradually. The initial sharp decrease in weight is mainly caused by the 
instantaneous wetting of fabric by the liquid. After instantaneous wetting, gradual 
wicking of liquid inside the fabric causes a gradual decrease in the weight. When fabric is 
completely removed, absolute value of the weight shown by balance gives the weight of 
the liquid retained by fabric. If the weight values were converted into absolute numbers 
the trend appears as shown in Figure 19.   
To determine the wicking rate Kw, wetting force value was subtracted from all the 
weight values. Data for the first sixty seconds was analyzed for all the fabrics and 
wicking rate for that period was determined for all the fabrics by fitting the data to power 
law model as shown in equation 28.   
5.0tKw w ×=  
Where w is weight of the liquid absorbed by fabric and t is time. 
 
Figure 19: Analysis of wicking curve. 
 
(28) 
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Ten tests for each fabric were done and the wicking rate and liquid retention values were 
computed for all the fabrics.   
4.5 Measurement of Drop Spreading on Fabrics 
 
Experiments on drop-spreading kinetics were performed using the set up shown in Figure 
20. Drop is ejected from a syringe as syringe pump pushes the plunger of the clamped 
syringe through some finite distance. Instrument was calibrated to eject a single drop of 
volume 0.012 ml. At this setting, set up produced perfect single drop with no liquid 
remaining at the tip of needle. Reproducibility of drop ejection was very good and 
standard deviation was found be 0.00043 ml. 
Fabric was clamped in such a way that drop ejected from the syringe falls in the 
centre of the sample. Drop spreading was recorded by the Canon camcorder from the 
underside of the fabric as shown in the figure. The recorded videos were converted into 
picture frames (1 frame per second) using video editing software. Each picture image was 
converted into grey scale image and drop spreading area (Ad) as a function time (t) was 
measured by analyzing the images using codes written in Matlab (Appendix C). Drop 
spreading area was measured by counting the number of pixels, which have grey scale 
value less than 40.  Grey scale threshold of 40 was chosen after visually observing the 
magnified images of the Matlab image analysis tool. This tool gives the grey scale value 
of each pixel. For all the fabric samples where ink was present, the pixels had a grey 
scale value less than 40. This technique very precisely estimates the drop spreading area 
as it also includes any minute ink spikes that protrude the main drop spreading area.  
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Figure 20: Experimental setup used for drop spreading studies 
 
As described in the literature review, the drop spreading occurs in two phases. It has been 
shown by Kissa [21] that phase II drop spreading on fabrics for impermeable fibers 
follows the equation 20. Therefore drop spreading rates KD for polyester fabrics were 
determined by fitting the data to this generalized equation.  
3.0tKA D ×=  
For permeable fibers, Kawase and his coworkers [22] showed that exponent n 
(exponent factor for time) is much smaller. For cotton fabrics they found that values of n 
are much smaller than theoretical value of 0.33 and they also vary with volume of drop, 
increasing from 0.10 to 0.15 when drop volume increases from 0.05 to 0.20. Assuming a 
linear relationship between drop volume and exponent n, this exponent n can be 
predicted.  For drop volume of 0.012 ml. the exponent n was found to be 0.092. The 
value of KD, the drop spreading rate of cotton fabrics was therefore determined by fitting 
the experimental data to the following generalized model.  
092.0tKA D ×=  
(29) 
(30) 
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4.6 Ink Jet Printing on Fabrics  
4.6.1 Printer and Ink 
Ink jet printing on fabrics was done using Dimatix 2800 materials printer (Figure 21) 
[36]. This printer allows the deposition of fluidic materials on 8x11 inch or lower 
dimension substrates, utilizing a disposable piezoelectric ink jet cartridge. For optimum 
performance, the viscosity of the fluid is recommended to be around 10-12 centipoise and 
surface tension, around 28-33 dynes/cm. A variety of patterns can be created and printed 
using the pattern editor program. The printer has a vacuum platen system to secure the 
substrate in place and temperature of the platen can be adjusted up to 60°C. Additionally, 
a waveform editor and a drop-watch camera system allow manipulation of the electronic 
pulses to the piezoelectric jetting device for optimization of the drop characteristics as it 
is ejected from the nozzle. The printer is also equipped with a built-in cleaning station 
and choked up nozzles can be cleaned in a variety of ways [36]. 
Dimatix printer has unique print-head system, which is a MEMS-based cartridge-
style print-head that allows users to fill their own fluids. Each cartridge has a capacity of 
1.5 ml and has to be disposed once the ink is finished. Cartridges can be easily replaced 
to facilitate printing of a series of fluids. Each single-use cartridge has 16 nozzles linearly 
spaced at 254 microns with a typical drop size of 10 picoliters (50-60 µm drop diameter). 
 
Figure 21: Dimatix ink jet printer [36]. 
Print-head Vacuum 
Platen 
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Due to these sophisticated features the printer is ideal for printing various features such as 
single drops, line of single drops, solid lines and figures such as squares on the textile 
fabrics. Fabric Fast Ultra ink was used for all the printing experiments. 
4.6.2 Printing of Single and Multiple Drops 
Using the Dimatix printer, single and multiple ink drops (one, ten and twenty drops) were 
made to hit at the same location on the yarn. The spreading of drops was observed under 
microscope and spreading length in the direction of fiber was measured.  
4.6.3 Printing of Lines 
Lines were printed on all the experimental fabrics using the Dimatix printer. Ten lines 
having a width of 100 µm were printed in warp and weft directions of each fabric and 
also on high quality Epson inkjet printing paper.  The distance between two successive 
drops was 21 µm. Lines were observed under microscope and the width of the line on 
longitudinal and transverse thread segments was measured at several locations. Five lines 
were printed for each fabric and direction and average line width was determined.  
The relationship between wicking, drop spreading and ink jet printing quality was 
evaluated in this research. For this purpose the wicking tests were performed on each 
yarn used in the fabrics of this study. Wicking tests were performed on yarns with one 
end dipped in the excess quantity of ink. The distance traveled by ink after 2 minutes was 
measured. The drop-spreading test was performed by gently placing a 0.5 µL pigment ink 
drop (approximately1 mm in diameter) on fabrics. Drop was allowed to spread until the 
ink dried up completely. Fabrics were scanned and the drop spreading distance in warp 
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and weft directions and the spreading area were measured using image analysis 
techniques. 
Drop spreading area was measured by counting the number of pixels, which have 
grey scale value less than 40.  Grey scale threshold of 40 was set by visually observing 
the magnified images of the Matlab image analysis tool. This tool gives the grey scale 
value of each pixel. For all the fabric samples where ink was present, the pixels had a 
grey scale value less than 40.  
The technique described above estimates the drop spreading area very precisely as 
it also includes any minute ink spikes that protrude the main drop spreading area. Ten 
drops were placed on each sample and the average values of spreading distance (d) and 
spreading area (Ad) were computed based on measurements made on all ten drops.  
4.6.4 Printing of Solid Figures 
To study the effect of fabric characteristics on ink coverage on fabrics, solid squares were 
printed on selected fabrics. Further, to investigate if there is need for a dithering process 
in ink jet printing of textile fabrics, squares were printed with and without dithering. 
Patterns were designed in such a way that they would cover around 25%, 50% and 75% 
area on high quality Epson ink jet paper. Single repeat units and some parts of the full 
patterns are shown in Figures 22 and 23. Figure 22 shows undithered patterns while 
Figure 23 shows dithered patterns.  
 The printed paper and fabrics were observed under microscope to see if the 
pattern is retained on the sample and qualitative remarks were made. Further, printed 
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samples were scanned and the average grey scale value of each sample was determined 
by using the Matlab code shown in the Appendix D.  
 
 
Figure 22: Undithered patterns used for ink jet printing on fabrics 
 
 
 
Figure 23: Dithered patterns used for ink jet printing on fabrics 
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CHAPTER 5 
RESULTS AND DESCUSSION 
 
 
 
5.1 Fabrics and their Characteristics 
 
Thickness and aerial density values of all the fabrics are given in Table 3. In this table, T0 
is the thickness at zero pressure and Tm is the thickness at a pressure of 50 g/cm2. Cotton 
fabrics were thicker than all other polyester fabrics. Bulk density values of fabrics at 
thickness T0 and Tm are shown in the last two columns of Table 3.  
Table 3: Thickness, aerial density and other characteristics of experimental fabrics. 
 
No. Fabric 
Thickness  
T0 (um) 
Thickness 
Tm (um) 
Areal Density 
(g/m2) 
Bulk Density 
@T0 (g/cm3) 
Bulk Density 
@Tm (g/cm3) 
1 Cotton 3508 900 630 211 0.23 0.33 
2 Cotton 4508 860 590 256 0.30 0.43 
3 Cotton 6018 750 460 197 0.26 0.43 
4 Cotton 7018 760 440 216 0.28 0.49 
5 PET 4663 155 140 47 0.30 0.34 
6 PET 8863 130 125 58 0.45 0.46 
7 PET 4680 185 160 49 0.26 0.31 
8 PET 8880 150 130 61 0.41 0.47 
9 PET 650 390 205 0.32 0.53 
10 Sized PET 550 500 250 0.45 0.50 
11 PET tape 160 150 107 0.67 0.71 
 
Surface images of some of the experimental fabrics are shown in Figure 24. Observation 
of microscopic images showed that cotton fabrics consist of spirally oriented 
discontinuous capillaries. PET Tape fabric consisted almost continuous capillaries in both 
warp and weft threads as continuous filament yarns were used for warp and weft threads. 
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Remaining polyester fabrics consisted discontinuous capillaries in warp threads (as 
twisted yarns were used) and quite continuous capillaries in weft threads.   
 
 
Figure 24: Microscopic images of fabric samples: (a)PET Tape, (b) Sized PET, (c) PET 
8880, (d) PET 4680, (e) Cotton 4508, and (f) Cotton 3508. 
 
5.2 Characteristics of Ink 
 
Viscosity and surface tension of the Fabric Fast Ultra ink was found to be 3 cp and 36 
dynes/cm, respectively. Contact angle of the ink on amorphous polyester film was found 
to be 54 degrees, which means that ink can wet both polyester and cotton fabrics. Contact 
angle of the ink on cotton fibers could not be determined due to the 8inadequate size of 
the cotton fibers.  
The density of ink was found to be 1.23 g/cc. TGA analysis showed that the ink 
contained around 65% Water and 35% Solids. Amount of pigments in the ink is possibly 
5 - 10%. Relevant graphs are shown in the Appendix E.  
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5.3 Effect of Fabric Structure on Wicking of Liquid from an Unlimited 
Reservoir 
 
Experiments on wicking from an unlimited reservoir were done only on cotton, PET and 
Sized PET fabrics. Wicking experiments could not be carried out on PET 4663, PET 
8863, PET 4680 and PET 8880 fabrics because these fabrics tend to curl during wicking 
experiments. As explained in the experimental section, wicking experiments were carried 
out using both weight balance and image analysis methods. Only pigment ink was used 
for image analysis experiments while distilled water and pigment ink were used for the 
weight balance experiments. Pigment ink renders very clear and sharp flow front as liquid 
wicks into fabric. Simple dye based water solutions give a sort of fuzzy flow front in 
fabrics, which is often difficult to detect, and the flow appears to change with the type 
and intensity of the surrounding light source, posing problems in the analysis of the 
images. Results of the wicking experiments are discussed below.  
5.3.1 Image Analysis Method 
5.3.1.1 Wicking rates of Fabrics and Yarns Removed From Fabrics 
 
The average wicking rates of the warp and weft yarns used in the fabrics are shown in 
Table 4. Wicking rates of fabrics in the warp and weft direction and also the gain in 
wicking rates are shown in the same table. Standard deviations are shown in Table 5. 
Results are also presented in Figure 25.  
Yarns of different counts were used in the cotton fabrics. However, as the warp 
threads used in all cotton fabrics were the same, they had the same wicking rates. In case 
of weft threads, thicker cotton yarns (higher denier yarns) showed higher wicking rates as 
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they had lower twist levels as shown in Table 2. Low twist levels keep the yarns more 
open and hence the effective capillary radius is more in case of open yarns. The path 
liquid has to take is also less tortuous. In highly twisted yarns, liquid has to take more 
tortuous path and since fibers are tightly packed, capillary radius is less; hence these 
yarns show low wicking rates. Overall, cotton yarns showed better wicking rates than 
polyester yarns as the cotton fibers are more wettable by water-based ink than polyester 
fibers. The highest wicking rate was observed in PET filament yarns of the PET fabric. 
Wicking rate was very high in these yarns because these were twist-less filament yarns 
with somewhat open structure. Although yarns in the PET Tape fabric were also twist-
less filament yarns, low wicking rates were observed in these yarns as the filaments in 
these yarns were closely packed. Close packing reduced the capillary radius and hence 
the wicking rate. The sized warp yarns in the Sized PET fabric showed the lowest 
wicking rate. As most of the capillaries in sized yarns are filled by size coating 
formulation, wicking in these yarns is negligible and occurs very slowly. Also size 
coating formulations are not easy to wet as they contain hydrophobic wax in their 
composition. 
   The above observations show that Washburn’s law is quite applicable in case of 
textile yarns. Yarns with lower capillary radius indeed showed low wicking rates and 
yarns with higher capillary radius showed high wicking rates. 
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Table 4: Yarn and fabric wicking rates. 
  Wicking Rate K (cm/s0.5) % Gain in wicking rate 
Sample Yarn-warp Yarn-weft Fabric-warp Fabric-weft Warp Weft 
Cotton 3508 0.18 0.34 0.36 0.38 100 12 
Cotton 4508 0.18 0.34 0.31 0.34 72 0 
Cotton 6018 0.18 0.20 0.30 0.30 67 50 
Cotton 7018 0.18 0.20 0.28 0.27 56 35 
PET 0.18 0.42 0.38 0.30 111 -32 
PET Tape 0.15 0.19 0.11 0.11 -27 -42 
Sized PET 0.03 0.19 0.09 0.12 200 -37 
 
Table 5: Standard deviations of yarn and fabric wicking rates. 
  Wicking Rate SD (cm/s0.5) 
Sample Yarn-warp Yarn-weft Fabric-warp Fabric-weft 
Cotton 3508 0.024 0.016 0.007 0.014 
Cotton 4508 0.024 0.016 0.013 0.012 
Cotton 6018 0.024 0.017 0.003 0.005 
Cotton 7018 0.024 0.017 0.003 0.004 
PET 0.019 0.044 0.003 0.004 
PET Tape 0.012 0.014 0.008 0.007 
Sized PET 0.009 0.011 0.004 0.008 
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Figure 25: Yarn and fabric wicking rates. 
 
As can be seen in Table 4 and Figure 25, most of the fabrics showed wicking rates 
higher than their constituent yarns. Higher fabric wicking rates were observed in 3508, 
4508 and PET fabrics whose constituent yarns showed higher wicking rates. Also, as the 
thread density of the fabrics went up, wicking rates went down. The % gain in wicking 
rates of the corresponding yarns in fabrics is shown in the last two columns of Table 4. 
The highest gain was observed in the warp direction of Sized PET fabric, followed by the 
warp direction of PET and Cotton 3508 fabrics. Lowest wicking rates and negative gains 
were observed in the case of PET Tape and Sized PET fabrics and in the weft direction of 
PET fabric. Cotton fabrics containing 18 count (Ne) weft yarns showed lower wicking 
rates than cotton fabrics containing 8 count (Ne) weft yarns and this agrees with the 
lower wicking rate shown by the 18 count yarn compared to the 8 count yarn. 
In addition to the quantitative study of wicking through yarns and fabrics, the 
nature of the liquid front was observed under the microscope as the liquid wicked through 
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the fabrics. It was noticed that the liquid front propagates through fabrics in one of three 
ways or patterns as shown in Figure 26. List of samples that exhibited the particular 
pattern is given below that pattern. In the first case, before liquid front can pass any 
transverse thread, all previous transverse thread segments were completely filled. This 
indicates very quick transfer of liquid from longitudinal threads to transverse threads. 
Liquid stored in those transverse threads is thus readily available for transfer from 
transverse threads back to longitudinal threads. Hence samples which exhibited this 
pattern showed highest gains in wicking rate. In the second type of liquid front pattern, 
few transverse threads (typically 2) remain unfilled because the rate of wicking in the 
longitudinal thread is quite high. This indicates somewhat inefficient migration process. 
The samples that exhibited this pattern showed very low wicking rate gains.  In the third 
type, due to very poor migration of liquid between threads, many transverse thread 
segments (typically more than 4) remain unfilled. Longitudinal threads lose liquid to 
transverse threads and they fail to gain any liquid from transverse threads, thus explaining 
the negative gain in wicking rate observed in the case of PET Tape fabric.  
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Figure 26: Typical patterns of the liquid front exhibited by different samples. 
 
5.3.1.2 Equilibrium Wicking Heights 
 
Trends similar to those seen in wicking rates were observed for equilibrium heights of the 
yarns and fabrics (Table 6). Standard deviations are shown in Table 7 and all the results 
are presented in Figure 27. Higher equilibrium lengths were observed in the case of 
cotton and PET fabrics. Contrary to the gain in wicking rates, the percent gain values for 
equilibrium wicking height were positive for all fabrics, except for the Sized PET fabric. 
This means that, at shorter times, the migration of liquid from longitudinal yarns to 
transverse yarns is not complete and hence in some cases the transverse threads do not act 
as reservoirs, thus producing negative gain in wicking rates. However at longer time 
periods, migration is complete and transverse threads act as reservoirs to give positive 
gains in equilibrium wicking heights in most of the cases.   
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Higher gains were observed once again in the warp direction of Sized PET fabric 
followed by the warp direction of PET and Cotton 3508 fabrics. Equilibrium wicking 
heights as well as gains decreased with increasing thread density.  Sized PET fabric 
showed negative gain in the weft direction. This is because the flow of liquid is hindered 
as the liquid encounters difficult-to-wet sized warp threads as it is moving through the 
fabric.  
Table 6: Equilibrium wicking heights of yarns and fabrics. 
  Equilibrium Wicking height (cm) % Gain in wicking height 
Sample Yarn-warp Yarn-weft Fabric-warp Fabric-weft Warp Weft 
Cotton 3508 2.0 4.2 6.6 7.6 230 81 
Cotton 4508 2.0 4.2 5.4 6.6 170 57 
Cotton 6018 2.0 2.4 4.4 5.0 120 108 
Cotton 7018 2.0 2.4 4.2 4.7 110 96 
PET 1.9 3.8 6.4 5.8 237 53 
PET Tape 1.3 1.0 1.6 1.5 23 50 
Sized PET 0.2 2.0 0.7 1.4 250 -30 
 
Table 7: Standard deviations of equilibrium wicking heights of yarns and fabrics. 
  Equilibrium Wicking height SD (cm) 
Sample Yarn-warp Yarn-weft Fabric-warp Fabric-weft 
Cotton 3508 0.24 0.41 0.17 0.30 
Cotton 4508 0.24 0.41 0.20 0.09 
Cotton 6018 0.24 0.20 0.14 0.15 
Cotton 7018 0.24 0.20 0.27 0.14 
PET 0.10 0.14 0.21 0.18 
PET Tape 0.15 0.11 0.13 0.07 
Sized PET 0.12 0.17 0.07 0.11 
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Figure 27: Equilibrium Wicking Heights of Yarns and Fabrics. 
 
From the data it is thus clear that wicking in fabrics is determined by the wicking 
rates of the yarns, thread spacing and more importantly by the speed at which liquid 
migrates from the longitudinal to transverse threads and back from the transverse to the 
longitudinal threads. Results suggest that the migration process is affected by the wicking 
rates of the yarns, yarn or thread types, and the thread spacing. 
If the wicking rate of the longitudinal threads is very high, these threads may end 
up only giving the liquid to transverse threads but may not gain the benefit of liquid 
migration from transverse threads back to them. This will lower the gain in wicking rate 
as well as the wicking rate. This phenomenon was observed in the weft direction wicking 
of the PET fabrics.  
Further, migration from longitudinal yarns to transverse yarns occurs only when 
longitudinal yarns become sufficiently saturated, meaning that there is enough liquid 
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available on the surface of the longitudinal yarns. It was found that migration from 
longitudinal yarns to transverse yarns occurs more easily if the longitudinal yarns are 
twisted and occurs less easily when they are twist-less (twist-less filament yarns). The 
surface profile of the twisted yarns is rougher than that of the twistless yarns, which 
leaves more liquid on the surface of these yarns compared to filament yarns.  Hence 
liquid migration from longitudinal yarns to transverse yarns is poor when filament yarns 
are present in the longitudinal direction. This is why negative wicking rate gain and very 
low gains in equilibrium heights were observed in the case of PET and PET Tape fabrics.  
Migration from transverse yarn segments back to longitudinal threads seems to 
depend on the relative size of the capillaries present in these yarns. For a given liquid, 
yarns with higher wicking rate normally suggest higher capillary radius. Capillary 
pressure is higher for lower radius capillaries and vice versa (equation 1). Thus finer 
capillaries can easily pull the liquid from larger capillaries. Therefore, longitudinal yarns 
with finer capillaries can easily pull up the liquid from transverse threads that have bigger 
capillaries. This boosts wicking rate and wicking height in longitudinal direction. Cotton 
3508 and PET fabrics therefore exhibited the highest gains in warp direction as the warp 
yarns had finer capillaries and weft yarns had larger capillaries. 
  Further, capillary pressure is less in the case of filament yarns than in the twisted 
yarns. Therefore more gain in the warp direction was observed in the case of the PET 
fabric (111 % in wicking rate and 237 in equilibrium wicking height) compared to that of 
Cotton 3008 fabric (100 % in wicking rate and 230 in equilibrium wicking height). This 
indicates that the presence of twisted yarn in longitudinal direction and filament yarn in 
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the transverse direction can establish the best contact for easier migration of liquid and 
can render the fabric with superior wicking properties.  
Wicking rate, equilibrium wicking height, gain in wicking rate and wicking height 
were all affected by the thread spacing. Measured values for all these parameters 
decreased with the increase in thread density. This means that liquid stored in inter-yarn 
spaces also plays a major role. Liquid fills these inter-yarn spaces after all the 
surrounding yarns are saturated and enough liquid is available to fill up the inter-yarn 
space. Inter-yarn spaces are generally larger than inter-fiber spaces in the yarn. Hence 
liquid stored in inter-yarn spaces is governed by low capillary pressures and it is readily 
available for pick up. Thus inter-yarn spaces are more efficient reservoirs to boost the 
wicking rate and wicking height. Better wicking properties can be achieved by increasing 
thread spacing. However, if thread density is decreased too much, inter-yarn spaces may 
remain unfilled and improvement in wicking properties may not be achieved.  
Correlation coefficients between fabric construction parameters and measured 
wicking properties were also computed. The related correlation table is shown in 
Appendix F.  Very high correlation was observed between yarn wicking rate and fabrics 
wicking rate. A good inverse relation between bulk density of fabric and fabric wicking 
rate was also observed, which shows that as bulk density dropped, fabric wicking rates 
increase. This is primarily due to the fact that lower bulk density implies more open 
fabric and higher effective capillary radius for which the wicking rate is higher. This is in 
accordance with Washburn equation (equation 3).  
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It was observed that equilibrium wicking height values of the yarns and fabrics 
were not in accordance to those predicted by equation 2 and 3. Equation 3 suggests that 
wicking rate is proportional to the square root of capillary radius. Thus capillaries with 
larger radius should give higher wicking rates. Also, capillaries with higher radius should 
show lower equilibrium heights as equilibrium height is inversely proportional to 
capillary radius as described by equation 2. Therefore there should be an inverse 
relationship between the wicking rate and equilibrium wicking height. The relation 
between the wicking rates of fabrics and equilibrium wicking heights of the same fabrics 
is shown in Figure 29. Although inverse relationship is expected, mostly a direct 
relationship is observed between these two parameters. This clearly indicates that the 
classical capillary theories may not be applicable to textile assemblies. Anomaly in this 
case results from various factors. Twisted yarns for example show low wicking rates as 
well as low equilibrium wicking height due to the presence of discontinuous capillaries 
and tortuous liquid paths. As discussed before, storage of liquid in transverse yarn 
segments can boost both wicking rate and equilibrium wicking height.  Decrease in 
thread density or increase in inter-yarn space results in storage of more liquid, which also 
boosts wicking rate and equilibrium wicking height. Migration process is thus a very 
important part of the wicking process in fabrics and  the migration phenomenon requires 
further in depth investigation. Determination of the gain in wicking rate and wicking 
height is the best way to quantitatively describe the migration process.  
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Figure 28: Wicking rate Vs. equilibrium wicking height. 
 
5.3.2 Weight Balance Method 
 
As stated before, both distilled water and pigment ink were used for the weight balance 
experiments. Weight balance method could not be used on PET Tape fabric because it 
absorbed very small amount of liquid, which could not be detected properly by the 
weight balance.  
5.3.2.1 Wicking and Absorption of Water in Fabrics 
 
The results of wicking tests carried out using distilled water are discussed in this section. 
Table 8 shows the wicking rates of fabrics in warp and weft direction. Wicking rates of 
the fabrics are also presented in Figure 29. Trends similar to those observed in the image 
analysis method are seen. However, no significant difference between warp and weft 
direction are observed despite the fact that wicking rates of warp yarn and weft yarns are 
completely different (Table 4). Cotton 3508 fabric showed the highest wicking rate while 
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PET sized fabric showed the least wicking rate. Data again proves that yarns with better 
wicking properties render better wicking properties in fabrics. Also as the thread density 
of fabrics went up, wicking rates went down. The effect of thread density was more 
pronounced in cotton fabrics having coarser count weft yarn (8 count as opposed to 18 
count).   
Table 8: Wicking rates of fabrics obtained by weight balance method using water as 
wicking agent 
 
 Wicking Rate Kw (mg/s0.5) 
Sample Warp Weft SD Warp SD Weft 
Cotton 3508 28.94 28.46 0.65 0.81 
Cotton 4508 21.31 21.57 0.79 0.49 
Cotton 6018 17.63 17.60 0.55 0.84 
Cotton 7018 17.40 17.89 0.50 0.80 
PET 7.90 7.65 0.91 0.67 
PET Sized 1.48 1.97 0.14 0.24 
 
 
Figure 29: Wicking rates of fabrics obtained by weight balance method using water as 
wicking agent. 
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(32) 
From the knowledge of the weight of liquid trapped in fabrics and thickness of 
fabrics, porosity and % absorption values were obtained for each fabric using the 
following equations:  
)(.
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φ  
      % Absorption = (Weight of liquid retained by fabric  / Weight of fabric) * 100 
Where, 
WL=weight of liquid retianed by fabric 
ρL=density of liquid 
LF=length of fabric 
WF=width of fabric 
TF=thickness of fabric 
From the two thickness values (T0 and Tm) two porosity values were detemined. 
The data is shown in Table 9 and Figure 30. In Figure 30 the measured porosity values 
are compared with calculated porosity values which were caluculated using equation 24.  
Table 9: Porosity and % absorption values of fabrics with water as wetting agent. 
 
 Sample 
0T
φ  Tmφ  % Absorption SD 0Tφ  SD Tmφ  SD % Absorption 
Cotton 3508 0.49 0.70 199.92 0.02 0.03 5.17 
Cotton 4508 0.42 0.62 151.08 0.01 0.01 2.88 
Cotton 6018 0.40 0.68 147.89 0.02 0.02 3.53 
Cotton 7018 0.39 0.65 138.40 0.01 0.01 1.76 
PET 0.37 0.61 115.23 0.01 0.02 3.02 
(31) 
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Figure 30: Measured and calcualted values of porosity of fabrics with water as wetting 
agent. 
 
It can be noted that the measured porosity values corresponding to both fabric 
thicknesses were lower than the corresponding calulcualted porosity values. This means 
that not all the available pore volume in fabric is filled by liquid. This happnes because 
unlike closed cylinder capillary strucutre, capillaries in textile strucutres are open in 
nature and are only partially filled due to the physio-chemical properties of the liquid and 
the local fabric surface geometry  as shown in Figure 31. The phenomena of capillary rise 
beween open cylinders has been studied by Liu and his coworkers in some detail [37].  
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Figure 31: Capillary rise between two open capillaries [37]. 
 
Further it can be seen that there is a big diffrence between calculated φTo and 
measured φTo. Calculated φTm and measured φTm values were also different but diffrence 
was not as much as the diffrence between calculated φTo and measured φTo.This is 
because of the fact that for the same areial density, calculated φTo is directly proportional 
to thickness (equation  33), while for the same abosorbed ink amount,  measured porosity 
value is inversely proportional to fabric thickness (equation 31). Therfore for lower 
thcikness values, the diffrence between calculated and measured porosity values is also 
less. The diffrence between Calculated φTm and measured φTm values was not that big as 
Tm values are lower than T0 values.  
 Percent absorption data (Figure 32) showed that Cotton 3508 fabric absorbed the 
highest amount of liquid. Percent absorption values were lower for 18 count weft yarn 
cotton fabrics compared to 8 count weft yarn cotton fabrics. Also % absorption values 
decreased as thread density increased, which again proves that inter-yarn spaces retain 
substantial amount of liquid which may act as secondary reservoirs. Percent absorption 
values could not be calculated for Sized PET fabric as liquid did not wick through the 
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whole sample length. PET fabric showed the least absorption as polyester fibers do not 
absorb water. Water is merely retained in inter-fiber and inter-yarn capillary spaces due 
to capillary forces.  
 
Figure 32: Percent absorption values of fabrics for water as wetting agent 
 
5.3.2.2 Wicking and Absorption of Pigment Ink in Fabrics 
 
Similar trends for wicking and absorption of pigment ink were observed as were 
observed for water. Results are shown in Tables 10 and 11 and Figures 33, 34 and 35. No 
significant difference was observed in warp and weft direction wicking rates for the 
experimental fabrics despite the fact that wicking rates of warp and weft yarns were 
different (Table 4). Cotton 3508 fabric once again showed the highest wicking rate while 
PET sized fabric showed the least wicking rate. Data again proves that yarns with better 
wicking properties render better wicking properties in fabrics. Also as thread density of 
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fabrics went up, wicking rates went down and the effect of thread density was more 
pronounced in cotton fabrics having 8 count weft yarn as opposed to 18 count weft yarn.   
The characteristics of ink and water are completely different. The surface tension 
of water is 72 dynes/cm while it is 36 dynes/cm for pigment ink. Viscosity of water is 1 
cP and for pigment ink it is 3 cP. It is interesting to see how the wicking behavior of these 
two liquids is different. The comparison is presented in the next section. 
Table 10: Wicking rates of fabrics obtained by weight balance method using pigment ink 
as wicking fluid. 
 
 Wicking Rate (mg/s 0.5) 
Sample Warp Weft SD Warp SD Weft 
Cotton 3508 15.95 15.50 0.23 0.46 
Cotton 4508 13.23 12.84 0.57 0.12 
Cotton 6018 10.85 10.65 0.19 0.04 
Cotton 7018 10.50 10.69 0.49 0.97 
PET 7.00 6.93 0.51 0.04 
PET Sized 1.24 1.08 0.15 0.42 
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Figure 33: Wicking rates of fabrics obtained by weight balance method using pigment 
ink as wicking medium. 
 
 
Table 11: Porosity and % absorption values of fabrics for pigment ink as wciking 
medium. 
Sample 
0T
φ  Tmφ  % Absorption SD 0Tφ  SD Tmφ  SD % Absorption 
Cotton 3508 0.39 0.55 196.22 0.01 0.02 7.57 
Cotton 4508 0.33 0.49 147.15 0.01 0.02 5.93 
Cotton 6018 0.32 0.51 146.20 0.02 0.03 6.92 
Cotton 7018 0.28 0.49 126.81 0.02 0.03 7.07 
PET 0.28 0.47 105.20 0.00 0.01 3.76 
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Figure 34: Percent absorption values of fabrics for pigment ink as wicking medium. 
 
 
 
Figure 35: Measured and calcualted values of porosity of fabrics for pigment ink as 
wicking medium. 
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5.3.2.3 Comparison of Wicking and Absorption of Water and Pigment Ink in Fabrics 
 
Wicking rates of pigment ink and water are compared in Figure 36. It can be seen that 
wicking rates of water were substantially higher than those of pigment ink. Washburn’s 
equation (equation 3) predicts that wicking rate should be proportional to factor γ.cosθ/η. 
Since contact angle of water and pigment ink with polyester film are known this factor 
can be calculated. Using the data from section 5.2, this factor for water was found to be 
1512 and for pigment ink it is 708. Considering these numbers the wicking rate for water 
should be about twice the wicking rate of pigment ink. The ratio of wicking rate of water 
and that of ink is given in Table 12. This table also shows the ratio which is normalized 
by liquid density which indicates ratio of volumetric wicking rates. Average volumetric 
ratio is indeed close to 2. This shows that wicking rates are indeed proportional to factor 
γ.cosθ/η as was proposed by Lucas and Washburn. This ratio however was low for 
polyester fabrics (average 1.6) compared to that for cotton fabrics (average 2.08). This 
may be because of the difference in the contact angle hysteresis. 
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Figure 36: Comparison of wicking rates of water and pigment ink. 
 
 
 
Table 12: Ratio of wicking rate of water to wicking rate of ink. 
 
Sample KW/KI KW/KI* 
Cotton 3508 1.83 2.24 
Cotton 4508 1.64 2.02 
Cotton 6018 1.64 2.02 
Cotton 7018 1.66 2.05 
PET 1.12 1.37 
PET Sized 1.49 1.83 
Average 1.56 1.92 
*-ratio normalized by density of liquid 
 
Only a small difference was observed between % absorption values of pigment 
ink and water for all the fabrics (Figure 37). Fabrics absorbed slightly less ink than water. 
However when weight absorption values are normalized by the density of liquid, larger 
difference is noted as shown in Figure 38. Thus volumetrically, fabrics absorb more 
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water than ink. Since fabrics absorbed more water, they showed higher porosity values as 
can be seen in Figure 39.   
 
Figure 37: Comparison of % absorption of water and pigment ink in fabrics. 
 
 
Figure 38: Percent absorption of water and pigment ink - values normalized by density 
of liquid. 
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Figure 39: Comparison of measured porosity values for water and pigment ink as  
wicking media 
 
5.3.3 Comparison of Wicking Results Obtained by Weight Balance and Image 
Analysis Methods 
 
Literature review showed that sorption in vertically hung fabrics from an 
unlimited reservoir has been studied by weight balance method as well as by image 
analysis method, where weight or height of the liquid rise in fabrics is measured 
respectively as a function of time. Researchers assume that these two methods are 
complementary to each other i.e. one can be used in place of the other [2, 17]. However 
the results of these methods have never been compared for different types of fabrics. 
Since the wicking of pigment ink was studied using both image analysis and weight 
balance methods, results of the two methods are compared below.  
Weight wicking rate values obtained by weight balance method were converted to 
height wicking rate values and compared to those obtained by the image analysis method. 
The method of converting weight data to height data has been shown by Patel and Lee 
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[17]. The authors converted the weight data to height data using equation 12. The 
porosity values were calculated by measuring the amount of liquid retained by fabrics 
after wicking experiments. Similar technique was used and wicking rates in cm/s0.5 were 
calculated from weight wicking rates (mg/s0.5). The data is shown in Table 13 and also 
presented in Figure 40. φTo and T0 values were used for conversion. But φTm and Tm values 
also give same wicking rate numbers.  
 It was expected that the converted and measured wicking rate values will match. 
But surprisingly they did not match except for Cotton 7018 fabric as can be seen in 
Figure 40. Both image analysis and weight balance methods showed that as thread 
density goes up wicking rate goes down. This trend was not observed in converted data. 
To find the causes of deviations, the wicking of liquid in yarns and fabrics was 
microscopically observed.  
Table 13: Conversion of weight wicking rates of fabrics to height wicking rates. 
 
 
  
 Wicking rate (cm/s0.5) 
Sample 
0T
φ  T0 Wicking rate (mg/s0.5) 
Weight balance 
method 
Image analysis 
method 
Cotton 3508 0.39 0.90 15.72 0.25 0.37 
Cotton 4508 0.33 0.86 13.03 0.25 0.33 
Cotton 6018 0.32 0.75 10.75 0.25 0.30 
Cotton 7018 0.28 0.76 10.60 0.27 0.28 
PET 0.28 0.65 6.96 0.20 0.34 
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Figure 40: Converted height wicking rates and actual height wicking rates of fabrics. 
 
 The experiments on yarn were done on PET tape filament yarns as very good 
cross-sections of threads could be obtained and also liquid wicked into these threads very 
slowly, permitting easy monitoring of liquid flow in different capillaries. Snapshots of 
wicking process are shown in Figure 41.   According to Washburn equation, liquid flows 
faster in bigger radii capillaries than small radii capillaries. However images show that 
smaller capillaries filled first and when sufficient liquid was available, bigger capillaries 
were filled. Thus during initial part of wicking, only some part of available pore volume 
is used. At longer times, larger capillaries get filled and this implies more available pore 
volume is occupied with the passage of time.  
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Figure 41: Snapshots of wicking of liquid in filament yarn. 
 
Microscopic images of wicking in fabrics show that inter-yarn spaces are filled after the 
inter-fiber spaces around the vicinity of inter-yarn space is completely filled as shown in 
Figure 42.  
 
 
Figure 42: Snapshots of wicking of liquid in Cotton 3508 fabric. 
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The porosity value which was used for conversion of weight to height wicking rate was 
determined from the weight of liquid retained by fabrics, which was measured at the end 
of wicking experiment. This gives higher values of measured porosities. According to 
equation 12, higher value of porosity gives lower value of wicking rate. That is why 
weight balance method gave lower height wicking rates compared to those obtained by 
image analysis method. Further, the equation shows that calculated height is inversely 
proportional to the measured porosity. The height wicking rate of Cotton 3508 fabric had 
higher porosity than Cotton 4508 fabric. Converted wicking rate of Cotton 4508 fabric 
was higher as it had lower φTo value. Therefore the wicking trend shows a deviation. The 
difference between converted wicking rates and actual wicking rates was higher in case 
of more open fabrics and was lower for compact fabrics. For the most compact fabric, 
Cotton 7018, the converted wicking rate and actual wicking rate were same. Diffrence 
between converted and actual wicking rate for  PET fabric was also large. This may be 
due to the fact that weight wicking rate of PET fabrics was very low as PET fibers do not 
absorb any water. It may also be due to the fact that PET fabric was an open and rough 
fabric.  
Results show that weight balance method cannot be considered a substitute for 
image analysis method, especially if the method is to be used for more open fabrics. 
Results also show that weight balance method and image analysis method give different 
results for fabrics having different fiber materials such as cotton and polyester.  
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5.4 Effect of Fabric Structure on Drop Spreading 
 
Drop spreading experiments were done on all the experimental fabrics. Since fabrics 
were clamped on a plastic frame with the help of cellophane tape, PET 4663, PET 8863, 
PET 4680 and PET 8880 fabrics did not curl during drop spreading experiments.  When 
a drop is placed on the fabric, it immediately starts spreading radially outwards. It was 
found that for a drop volume of 0.012 ml, the drop spreading process completed within 
two minutes for all the fabrics. The images of drops on fabrics at time, t=0 and final drop 
spreading images for all the fabrics are shown in Figure 43, 44 and 45. Images show that 
the shape of a drop on fabric at t=0 is near circular for all fabrics. Initial and final drop 
sizes are given in Table 14 and Figure 46. The initial size of drop was found to be slightly 
smaller for rough fabrics such as Cotton 3508, PET 4663 and PET Sized fabric. Rough 
surface obstructs the flow of liquid after the impaction of a drop. Wetting characteristics 
of fabrics may also affect this phenomenon. Sized PET fabric showed smallest initial 
area, possibly because it was least wettable. Final drop spreading area seemed to depend 
upon thickness of fabric. Final drop spreading area correlated well with thickness data as 
can be seen in Figure 47.  The shape and size of final drop spreading area were 
completely different for all the fabrics. Final drop spreading areas for some fabrics were 
near circular and hence symmetrical, while for other fabrics they were unsymmetrical or 
anisotropic and approached elliptical shape. Anisotropy of drop spreading is discussed in 
section 5.4.2. 
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Figure 43: Spreading of drop on cotton fabrics. 
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Figure 44: Spreading of drop on polyester fabrics. 
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Figure 45: Spreading of drop on polyester fabrics. 
 
Table 14: Spreading of pigment ink on fabrics - initial and final drop spreading areas. 
 
Sample Initial Area (cm2) SD Final Area (cm2) SD 
Cotton 3508 0.31 0.07 0.83 0.12 
Cotton 4508 0.32 0.13 0.96 0.05 
Cotton 6018 0.32 0.07 1.22 0.09 
Cotton 7018 0.33 0.08 1.39 0.08 
PET 4663 0.30 0.05 3.89 0.18 
PET 8863 0.36 0.07 4.69 0.26 
PET 4680 0.32 0.04 4.40 0.38 
PET 8880 0.38 0.02 4.92 0.22 
PET 0.26 0.06 2.49 0.07 
Sized PET 0.23 0.03 1.40 0.14 
PET tape 0.36 0.07 3.49 0.42 
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Figure 46: Spreading of pigment ink on fabrics - initial and final drop spreading areas. 
 
 
 
Figure 47: Relation between thickness of fabric and final drop spreading area. 
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5.4.1 Spreading Rates of Fabrics 
 
The calculated drop spreading rates are presented in Table 15 and Figure 48. 
Cotton 7018 and PET 4680 fabrics showed the highest drop spreading rates, while the 
sized PET fabric, as expected, showed the least drop spreading rate. In general, thinner 
and more compact cotton fabrics showed higher drop spreading rates. Higher drop 
spreading rates were also observed in the case of PET fabrics, PET 4663, PET 8863, PET 
4680.   
Data shows that drop spreading rates were different for different fabrics, which 
means fabric structure definitely affects the drop spreading rates. Kissa and Kawase 
assert that the factor KD is fabric thickness dependent but they did not give any specific 
relation between them [21, 22]. Figure 49 shows the correlation between drop spreading 
rates and the two thickness values, T0 and Tm.  R2 values suggest that no strong 
association exists between fabric thickness and drop spreading rate.  Between T0 and Tm,  
Tm shows a slightly better association but the strength of association remains weak even 
between  Tm and rate of drop spreading. It is possible that drop spreading rate is 
influenced by several structural parameters namely, thickness, thread spacing, yarn count, 
yarn type etc. Effect of fabric structural parameters on drop spreading rate is discussed 
again in section 5.5.  
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Table 15: Rates of spreading of pigment ink drop on fabrics. 
Sample K SD 
Cotton 3508 0.74 0.07 
Cotton 4508 1.37 0.15 
Cotton 6018 1.91 0.27 
Cotton 7018 2.90 0.44 
PET 4663 1.81 0.04 
PET 8863 2.21 0.25 
PET 4680 2.78 0.40 
PET 8880 1.76 0.03 
PET 0.96 0.05 
Sized PET 0.52 0.02 
PET tape 0.94 0.03 
 
 
Figure 48: Rates of spreading of pigment ink drop on fabrics. 
 
 
Figure 49: Relationship between drop spreading rate and fabric thickness. 
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5.4.2 Anisotropy in Drop Spreading 
 
As discussed before, drop spreading was anisotropic in many fabrics. Anisotropy of drop 
spreading was studied by Adams and coworkers [24].   They believed that anisotropy 
originates from the differential permeability of fabrics in different directions and 
concluded that drop spreading study is the best way to simultaneously find the directional 
permeabilites of porous structures such as textile fabrics.  
 Anisotropy in simple terms, can be defined as the difference between drop 
spreading distances in two mutually perpendicular directions. Larger the absolute 
difference, larger the anisotropy. Anisotropy was determined by subtracting drop 
spreading distance in weft direction from drop spreading distance in warp direction or 
vice versa. The absolute numbers are given for all the fabrics in Table 16 and are also 
presented in Figure 50. It is observed that cotton fabrics showed least amount of 
anisotropy while almost all the polyester fabrics showed high amount of anisotropy.  
Several other things were also observed. As thread density went up, anisotropy 
decreased. This is probably due to the fact that the fabric structure becomes more 
balanced. In other words, the absolute difference in thread density between warp and weft 
directions approaches zero. 
 Anisotropy can be considered to originate due to the difference in the wicking 
rates of warp and weft yarns. For example PET, Sized PET and PET Tape fabrics showed 
very high anisotropy and the difference between their warp and weft yarn wicking rates 
(Table 4) was also very high. However despite the fact that there was very high 
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difference in warp and weft yarn wicking rates, Cotton 3508 and Cotton 4508 fabrics 
showed least anisotropy.  
Table 16: Anisotropy in drop spreading. 
 
  
Final Drop Spreading Distance in Direction Anisotropy  
Sample Warp (a) Weft (b) absolute(a-b) 
Cotton 3508 1.24 1.16 0.08 
Cotton 4508 1.18 1.21 0.03 
Cotton 6018 1.69 1.56 0.13 
Cotton 7018 1.40 1.34 0.06 
PET 4663 3.30 1.94 1.36 
PET 8863 3.01 2.41 0.60 
PET 4680 2.87 2.01 0.86 
PET 8880 2.90 2.72 0.18 
PET 2.39 1.82 0.57 
Sized PET 1.27 2.18 0.91 
PET tape 2.85 2.41 0.44 
 
 
 
Figure 50: Anisotropy in drop spreading. 
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 This implies that anisotropy is not entirely dictated by the difference in the wicking rates 
of warp and weft yarns or by the difference in thread densities.  It may also be influenced 
by the way liquid migrates from one yarn to another. To study the yarn-to-yarn liquid 
migration phenomenon, and its effect on anisotropy, some novel but simple experiments 
were carried out.  
As shown in Figure 51, fabric strips were cut in such a way that only one yarn end 
sufficiently protrudes from the fabric. The open yarn end is immersed in a large reservoir 
of pigment ink. Wicking process in the fabric was recorded by a Canon camcorder. 
Liquid starts to wick in a dipped thread and starts to migrate from one thread to another. 
The migration process gives a characteristic shape to the advancing liquid front. The 
images of the fabrics which were taken after one minute of migration are shown in Figure 
52. Wicking experiments could not be carried out on PET 4663, PET 8863, PET 4680 
and PET 8880 fabrics because these fabrics tended to curl during the experiments.   
 
 
Figure 51: Schematic of experimental setup to study yarn-to-yarn liquid migration. 
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 Images (Figure 52) show that for cotton fabrics the shape of liquid front was 
slightly elliptical and the shape was similar for warp and weft direction.   This shows that 
migration from warp yarn-to-weft yarn and weft yarn-to-warp yarn is similar and the 
transfer of liquid occurs at the same rate. However for all other polyester fabrics there 
was a tremendous difference in the shape of liquid front when experiments were carried 
out in warp and weft direction. Images of PET fabrics show that migration of liquid from 
weft yarn to warp yarn occurs at a faster rate than the migration from warp to weft yarn. 
This implies that liquid prefers to move in warp direction than in the weft direction. This 
observation also matches with the observations made in the image analysis of wicking 
experiments. Warp threads in these fabrics are twisted yarns for which capillary forces 
are very high. Weft threads in these fabrics are filament PET yarns which have low 
capillary pressure. Therefore twisted warp threads of polyester fabrics drew liquid from 
weft threads more rapidly and efficiently, giving higher spreading distances in the warp 
direction than in the weft direction.  A similar phenomenon can be observed in PET Tape 
fabric. In PET sized fabric, since the sized warp yarns absorb less amount of liquid, very 
little migration was observed. The above experiment suggests that yarn-to-yarn liquid 
migration is a major factor governing the anisotropy of drop spreading.  
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Figure 52: Yarn-to-yarn liquid migration in fabrics. 
 
5.5 Comparison of the Wicking Behavior of Unlimited and Limited Supply 
Sources 
 
Drop spreading rates and wicking rates of fabrics are compared in Figure 53. It is 
observed that these rates are completely different. Very poor correlation between these 
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two rates (R2=0.06) can be seen in Figure 54. For cotton fabrics the trend, in fact, is 
opposite. Wicking rate decreased with increase in thread density while drop spreading 
rate increased with increase in thread density. This implies that inter-yarn spaces that 
boost wicking rate do not influence drop spreading rate. This may be because of the fact 
that the drop volume used in experiments was very small and it depletes very fast. 
Depletion time was just 4 seconds for cotton fabrics, around 25 seconds for all the 
polyester fabrics, except the PET Tape fabric for which it was around 120 seconds. There 
may not be enough liquid available to fill up the inter-yarn spaces. Microscopic 
investigation has showed that inter-yarn spaces only fill when surrounding inter-fiber 
spaces saturate fully with liquid. Inter-yarn spaces may get filled during early period of 
drop spreading when there is enough quantity of liquid available and they may not find 
enough ink to continue filling in the later stages of drop spreading.  
 Drop spreading rate in the case of cotton fabrics increases with the increase in 
thread density, possibly because of the closer proximity of the neighboring threads. 
Excellent wettability of cotton possibly favors the migration process. As soon as liquid 
encounters an un-wetted thread, it immediately tries to wet it which results in higher drop 
spreading rate. However, if liquid continues to travel in the same thread, instead of 
migrating to others, liquid propagation rate decreases with time as capillary pressure is 
reduced and as the equilibrium wicking height or length is reached, the capillary pressure 
becomes zero. For these reasons possibly, drop spreading rates of cotton fabrics show an 
increase with increase in thread density.  
Further, low drop spreading rates were observed in 8 count cotton fabrics 
compared to 18 count cotton fabrics. This possibly happens because 8 count cotton yarns 
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are thicker than 18 count cotton yarns. Penetration time required for liquid after migration 
from warp yarn to the 8 count weft yarn is going to be more than the penetration time 
required for liquid after migration from warp yarn to the 18 count weft yarn. This is why 
possibly 8 count cotton fabrics show lower drop spreading rates compared to 18 count 
weft yarn fabrics. 
 PET 4663, PET 8863, PET 4680 and PET 8880 showed completely opposite trend 
compared to that of the cotton fabrics. PET 4663 fabric showed lower drop spreading rate 
compared to the other fabrics in that group as it was extremely open and loose. The inter-
filament spacing for the texturized weft yarn was more resulting in lower capillary 
pressure in the yarn. Final drop spreading area was also lower for this fabric (Figure 46). 
The drop spreading rates of the polyester fabrics showed somewhat unusual trend with 
respect to thread density. Polyester is difficult to wet by ink than cotton. When fabrics are 
difficult to wet by ink there is a brief period of slog time before liquid starts to wick in 
threads or fabric. Decreased drop spreading rate in the 88 denier PET fabric with increase 
in thread density was observed possibly because of this reason.  
 The PET fabric showed low drop spreading rate although it showed very high 
wicking rate, possibly because of the longer time it takes for the ink to penetrate through 
thicker yarns. Lower drop spreading rate might also be because of wettability issues. As 
inter-yarn spaces and thread segments do not enhance drop spreading rate due to very 
limited drop volume, high drop spreading rate was not observed. 
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 As expected, sized PET fabric showed low drop spreading rate as well as low 
wicking rate. PET Tape fabric showed good drop spreading rate compared to other 
fabrics, possibly because of the very low thickness filament yarns it contained. 
 
Figure 53: Comparison of drop spreading and wicking rates. 
 
 
Figure 54: Relation between drop spreading and wicking rates. 
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5.6 Effect of Fabric Structure on Ink Jet Printing Quality 
 
As explained in the Experimental section, ink jet printing experiments were done using 
Dimatix printer and Fabric Fast Ultra ink which was received from Trident Company. 
Optimum firing voltage and firing frequency for perfect, circular, satellite free drops were 
found to be 11 V and 20 KHz, respectively. Results of different experiments which were 
carried out to understand the effect of fabric structure on printing quality are discussed in 
this section. 
 
5.6.1 Spreading Behavior of Ink-Jet Drops on Textile Yarns  
 
Typical spreading behavior of the ink jet drops on various yarns is shown in Figure 
55. The wicking phenomenon was observed mainly in polyester filament yarns. Drop 
spreading behavior on cotton yarns was substantially different from that observed on 
filament polyester yarns. It was observed that water in the ink tends to diffuse in single 
cotton fibers instead of wicking in the channels formed between fibers (Figure 55 (c)), 
whereas a combination phenomena appeared to exist in the case of polyester yarns. Drops 
sometimes wicked; sometimes spread along the surface of filaments and in few cases, 
formed near circular dots on the surface of filaments. Spreading on single filament 
occurred, when the drop hit single filament that is separated from the bulk of yarn. Drops 
on these separated filaments appeared almost circular. However when drop fell in the 
closely packed region, it wicked in narrow channels between the filaments. Sometimes 
single drop was found to split and liquid wicked in more than one capillary. This 
happened because the diameter of the drop (40-50 µm) is larger than the diameter of a 
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single fiber or filament (∼15 µm in most of the fabrics). While drops can land on several 
capillaries, they wicked more in smaller capillaries, as capillary pressure is substantially 
higher in narrow capillaries. Spreading in multiple capillaries or pores was mainly 
observed in the twisted polyester filament yarn. Twisted polyester filament had closely 
packed small and narrow capillaries which allowed the drop to spread in several 
capillaries. Wicking was not observed in cotton yarns. This may be due to the fact that 
water in the ink quickly diffuses inside the fiber, leaving behind the pigments on the 
surface. The diffusion rate in cotton dominates the wicking rate and then ink jet drops 
being very small, enough liquid is not available to wick through the inter-fiber channels. 
 
Figure 55. Drop spreading on yarns (a) PET Tape yarn (b) Sized PET rotor yarn(c) 
Cotton yarn 3508 weft (d) PET 8880 non twisted filament yarn (e) PET 8880 
twisted yarn (f) PET 8880 twisted yarn. 
 
It was also found that ink jet drops spread only in the fiber or filament length 
direction. Spreading was not noticed in the direction perpendicular to the fibers.  
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Spreading along the fiber or filament direction was measured using the 
microscope provided in the Dimatix printer. Figure 56 shows the average spreading of 
pigment ink in microns along the fiber or filament length. Spreading in twisted filaments 
could not be determined because drops spread in many small pores and traces of the ink 
were difficult to locate. PET Tape yarns showed the maximum spreading. Continuous 
and narrow capillaries that were formed between filaments promoted the wicking of ink 
and drop spreading was higher in these yarns.  
Sized PET and cotton yarns gave the lowest drop spreading measurements almost 
comparable to the high quality Epson ink jet printing paper.  
 Single and multiple ink drops (one, ten and twenty drops) were made to hit at the 
same location on the yarn. Results obtained (Figure 56) show that the spreading distance 
does not increase significantly when ten or twenty drops hit the same location. This may 
be because of the low firing frequency of the ink jet printing process. The ink drop hitting 
the surface of the fabric possibly evaporates before successive drops hit the same location 
again. Therefore pigments in the ink drops simply deposit on each other and further 
spreading is restricted. The very nature of the pigment ink and its special properties may 
also be responsible for this. Very high loading of pigments, around 10%, presence of 
binder molecule on the surface of pigments and also the presence of polymer dispersant 
molecules in the medium [38-40], possibly restrict the flow of successive drops due to 
high molecular frictional drag. This feature can be helpful where higher color depths are 
required. Darker color shades can be achieved without hampering printing quality.  This 
feature can also prove to be important for smart applications where higher quantity of the 
material being applied is required on the surface of the fabrics for appropriate 
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enhancement of functional performance. Impaction of ten and twenty drops at the same 
location improved the color depth of the dots. Ten and twenty drops gave the darker drop 
compared to that of a single drop.    
Very high variability was observed in the data. This originates from variable nature 
of the capillaries present in the yarns. Capillaries vary in their diameter from place to 
place and may be narrower or broader. Narrower capillaries give higher drop spreading 
distance compared to broader capillaries.  If drop falls on separated fiber or filament it 
spreads to very short distance. Epson ink jet paper showed the least variability due to the 
absence of capillaries.  
 
Figure 56. Drop spreading in Epson paper and experimental yarns. 
 
Excessive wicking of yarns results in poor quality of printing while less wicking 
gives more regular and circular drops, reflecting better quality of printing. Printing 
quality on all the fabrics was evaluated by printing lines on fabrics. The drop-spreading 
results suggest that the cotton and the sized PET fabrics should give very high line 
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quality. Results and observations of line printing on textile fabrics are discussed in the 
next section. 
 
5.6.2 Effect of Fabric Structure on Ink Jet Line Printing Quality 
 
As explained in experimental section, lines having width of 100 µm were printed in warp 
and weft direction of each fabric. The lines were also printed on the high quality Epson 
ink jet printing paper.  The lines were observed under microscope and width of the line 
was measured at several locations. Images of the lines on various fabrics are shown in 
Figures 57-60. The width of line was found to be affected by several factors which are 
discussed below. 
Effect of Orientation of the Fibers or Filaments 
The width of the printed line on transverse threads was always higher than that on 
longitudinal threads. This can be observed clearly in the images b, c, d & e of Figure 57, 
which represent the four woven fabrics while the image ‘a’ represents the printing paper. 
Threads parallel to the printed line are longitudinal threads and those perpendicular to the 
line are Transverse threads Width of the line on transverse threads was more due to the 
fact that fibers in the transverse yarn are oriented in the widthwise (transverse) direction, 
making it easy for the ink to flow in the fiber channels formed in this direction.  
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Figure 57. Microscopic images of lines on (a) Paper (b) Cotton 3508 fabric (c) PET 
8880 fabric (d)PET Tape fabric (e) Sized PET fabric.  
 
Table 17 shows the average width on longitudinal and transverse threads and also 
shows the total average width of the line printed in warp and weft direction of each 
fabric. Standard deviation values are shown in the parentheses. Table 17 shows that for 
cotton and sized PET fabrics, the average length of spread of line in the longitudinal 
threads is higher than that for PET Tape,  PET 8880 and 4680 fabrics (weft direction), 
even though the drop spreading distance is less in these yarns. This is because the yarns 
are twisted in these fabrics and ink spreads or wicks in the helical direction to give higher 
line widths. This is schematically shown in Figure 58.  
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Table 17. Average width of the line in Epson paper and fabrics 
 
Line width (um) (SD) 
  
Longitudinal 
Threads 
Transverse 
Threads Average Category Average 
Paper     160 (7) 160 
Sized PET-warp* 138 (17) 225 (34) 182 
173 
Sized PET-weft 153 (28) 176 (22) 165 
PET Tape-warp 124 (17) 364 (46) 244 
215 
PET Tape-weft 111 (13) 261 (41) 186 
PET 8880-warp 111 (14) 205 (11) 158 
154 
PET 8880-weft 105 (11) 205 (24) 155 
PET4680-warp 112 (5) 193 (17) 153 
PET4680-weft 106 (14) 194 (10) 150 
Cotton 4508-warp 144 (20) 169 (26) 157 
160 
Cotton 4508-weft 140 (20) 184 (12) 162 
Cotton 3508-warp 136 (13) 191 (15) 164 
Cotton 3508-weft 138 (15) 177 (19) 158 
* indicates the direction of length of line in fabric (warp way or weft way) 
 
Effect of fiber material 
It was found that pigment inks work better in hydrophilic fibers (cotton) compared to 
hydrophobic fibers (polyester). Overall cotton fabrics gave better line quality than 
polyester fabrics. Although average line width for polyester fabrics was slightly less, it 
was very high on transverse threads of polyester fabrics. This gives very ragged lines. As 
mentioned before, the cotton fabrics show lower line widths probably because of water 
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quickly diffusing inside the fibers, leaving behind the pigment on the surface of the 
fibers. However, as polyester fibers do not absorb water, the ink wicks through the 
capillaries formed by the fibers or filaments which gives wider line widths.  
Greater non-uniformity of yarn diameter and hairy nature of the cotton fabric, 
however, gives somewhat irregular, inhomogeneous printing. Use of cellulosic filaments 
such as viscose rayon may overcome these problems and can give excellent printing 
quality due to their hydrophilic nature, where water in the ink can diffuse before ink can 
wick. 
 
Figure 58. Effect of twist on drop spreading and line width - wicking or spreading in 
helically oriented fibers or filaments in twisted yarns gives higher line widths 
 
Effect of Surface Topography and Size Coating 
Based on the drop spreading results it was expected that cotton and the sized PET 
fabrics would give the best line quality. As expected, lower line widths were observed in 
cotton fabrics but not in sized PET fabrics. This is because several narrow capillaries 
were present especially on the surface of weft yarns of the sized PET fabrics. Ink wicked 
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through these capillaries to give higher line widths. Wicking of ink drops in these yarns 
was not observed in drop spreading experiments as drops hit the separated fibers most of 
the time. Warp yarns of these fabrics however were sized. As size coating fills up the 
capillaries on the surface, no wicking occurred, which gave improved line quality. As 
only the warp yarns are sized, wicking or spreading was found to be on average 25 % less 
in warp yarns compared to that in weft yarns. Size coating thus was found to work as an 
anti-wicking medium and rendered higher print quality of lines (Figure 59).  
 
Figure 59. Effect of size coating on line width. 
 
Effect of Thread Spacing 
In PET 8880 and PET 4680 fabrics, the warp yarns were twisted yarns and the 
filling yarn was textured and untwisted continuous filament yarn. PET 8880 fabric had 88 
picks in the filling direction while PET 4680 fabric had only 46 picks in the filling 
direction. Therefore PET 8880 fabric was much more compact than PET 4680 fabric. The 
un-twisted filament filling yarn in PET 4680 fabric were therefore much more open and 
hence had more capillary radius. The equilibrium wicking height is less for larger 
capillaries.  Therefore when filling yarns were in transverse direction to printing, the 
width of the line was found to be less in PET 4680 fabric (193 um) compared to that for 
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PET 8880 fabric (205 um) as shown in Figure 60. Thus open filaments may give the 
higher quality of line due to less wicking than compact filaments. However if the 
filament is too open, drops may simply pass through the fabric. This phenomenon was 
observed only for PET 8880 and 4680 fabrics where warp yarn is twisted yarn and weft 
yarn is a textured multi-filament yarn. The influence of thread spacing was not evident in 
cotton fabrics.  
 
Figure 60. Effect of thread spacing on line width. 
 
5.6.3 Solid Printing on Textile Fabrics 
 
The undithered and dithered patterns as illustrated in the Experimental section were 
printed on Epson paper, Cotton 4508, PET Tape, PET Sized and PET 8880 fabrics. 
Scanned images of printed paper and fabrics with 50 % ink coverage are shown in Figure 
61. Other images are shown in Appendix G. From the figures, it can be seen that printed 
patterns of ink drops are perfectly retained on Epson paper. Undithered patterns on paper 
show some distinctive features such as streaks which is undesirable in printing.  Dithered 
patterns give somewhat randomized appearance and do not show any distinctive pattern 
as the undithered patterns. Images thus show that dithering is indeed important for 
printing on paper to get homogenous images. Scanned images of fabrics show that 
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although streaks are slightly visible on fabrics, the drop pattern is mostly lost on fabrics 
due to the spreading and wicking of ink on the yarn surfaces.  
 
Figure 61: Undithered and dithered images on paper and fabrics with 50% ink coverage 
(scanned images). 
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Microscopic images of the printed patterns on paper and fabrics with 50 % ink coverage 
are shown in Figure 62. Other images are shown in Appendix G. 
 
Figure 62: Microscopic images of solid prints on paper and fabrics with 50% ink 
coverage. 
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Using Matlab code the average grey scale values of all the scanned images were 
determined. The data is shown in Table 18. For better comparison all the grey scale 
values were normalized by the average grey scale value of blank paper. The normalized 
data is shown in Table 19 and is also shown in Figure 63. As expected, grey scale value 
decreased as ink coverage increased from 25% to 75%. However interestingly, dithered 
patterns showed in general less grey scale values than similar undithered patterns which 
means that dithered images were darker than undithered images. Percent decrease in grey 
scale value due to ditheration is shown in Table 20. Overall, dithered images were 4% 
darker than undithered images and the difference in darkness between dithered and 
undithered images is visible to the naked eye also. Dithered images were darker as the 
light reflected from the images is more diffused due to more randomized drop-spreading.  
 Analysis of solid prints thus shows that ditheration is also important in case of 
textile fabrics not only to avoid any undesirable moiré effects but also to obtain darker 
images with the same amount of ink. 
Table 18: Average grey scale values of undithered and dithered scanned images of Epson 
paper and fabrics. 
 
 Average Grey Scale Value (SD) 
   Undithered Dithered 
 Blank 25% 50% 75% 25% 50% 75% 
Paper 199 (10) 152 (16) 117 (14) 79 (14) 141 (14) 107 (14) 79 (12) 
Cotton 4508 204 (16) 122 (22) 89 (19) 70 (18) 123 (22) 86 (17) 62(17) 
PET 8880 195 (14) 125 (18) 90 (17) 71 (17) 116 (16) 86 (17) 67 (14) 
PET Sized 216 (13) 138 (18) 104 (17) 77 (16) 145(19) 98 (18) 76 (15) 
PET Tape 211 (18) 122 (27) 91 (25) 74 (23) 116 (27) 87 (23) 68 (20) 
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Table 19: Normalized average grey scale values of undithered and dithered scanned 
images of Epson paper and fabrics. 
 Normalized Average Grey Scale Value 
 
  Undithered Dithered 
 Blank 25% 50% 75% 25% 50% 75% 
Paper 199 152 117 79 141 107 79 
Cotton 4508 199 118 84 65 118 82 57 
PET 8880 199 129 94 75 121 90 72 
PET Sized 199 120 87 60 128 81 59 
PET Tape 199 110 79 62 104 75 56 
 
 
Figure 63: Normalized average grey scale values of undithered and dithered scanned 
images of Epson paper and fabrics 
 
Table 20: % Decrease in grey scale value due to ditheration. 
 
 % Decrease in Grey Scale 
Value due to Ditheration 
 25% 50% 75% 
Paper 7 9 -1 
Cotton 4508 0 3 12 
PET 8880 7 4 4 
PET Sized -6 7 0 
PET Tape 6 5 10 
Average 3 6 5 
Total Average 4 
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5.7 Relation between Wicking, Drop Spreading and Ink Jet Printing Quality 
 
As mentioned before, wicking tests and drop spreading tests were done on  constituent 
yarns and assembled fabrics respectively and an attempt is made to find the correlation 
between the spreading behaviors and printing quality. If any correlation exists, the ink jet 
printing quality of fabrics can be predicted by just performing wicking test or drop test on 
the respective textile structures.  
Width of the line in longitudinal direction of printing was almost similar in all the 
cases and was comparable to the width of the line on paper. Width of the line in this 
direction was found to be affected only by twist in the yarns.   Twisted yarns showed 
higher line width compared to un-twisted or twistless filament yarns. Line width in the 
transverse direction however depends on many factors such as fiber material, yarn 
structure, capillary structure and any coating that is applied. Further, the excessive 
spreading/wicking in the transverse threads not only increases the overall line width but 
also makes the lines more ragged or uneven. Thus line width on transverse threads in 
textile fabrics is a good indicator of printing quality. Therefore line width in the 
transverse threads was compared to the wicking and drop spreading distances.  
Average wicking distances in warp and weft yarns of the fabrics are given in Table 
21. Poor correlation (R=0.34 and R2=0.11) was found between wicking distance and line 
width in transverse threads. This suggests that perhaps wicking in yarns from an 
unlimited liquid source is governed by the bulk structure of the yarn, whereas spreading 
or wicking of ink jet drops is affected by the surface structure or nature of the capillaries 
present on the surface of the yarn.  
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Table 21: Wicking distances in yarns and their relation to line width on transverse 
threads. 
 
Sample 
Wicking Distance 
(mm) 
Line width on transverse 
threads (um) 
Sized PET-warp 1.5 176 
Sized PET-weft 12 225 
PET Tape-warp 5.5 261 
PET Tape-weft 10 364 
PET 8880 warp 6 205 
PET 8880 weft 29.2 205 
PET 4680 warp 6 194 
PET 4680 weft 29.2 185 
Cotton 4508 warp 13.5 184 
Cotton 4508 weft 41 169 
Cotton 3508 warp 13.5 177 
Cotton 3508 weft 41 180 
 
Drop spreading on fabrics 
As explained in the experimental section, the drop-spreading study was performed by 
placing a small ink drop (0.5 µL) on the surface of the fabric. It was observed that the ink 
immediately penetrates inside the fabric through the inter-yarn spaces and then starts 
spreading in the outward direction from the place where the drop was placed. After the 
spreading was over and ink was fully dried, the fabrics were scanned. Typical drop 
spreading images of different fabrics are shown in Figure 64. The drop spreading 
behavior of the two cotton fabrics used in this study was very similar. Therefore the 
spreading behavior of only one of the cotton fabrics is shown.  
The drop spreading distance in the warp and weft directions of different fabrics 
was measured using image analysis software. Drop spreading distances are given in 
Table 22. Drop spreading distance was the largest for the PET Tape fabric. For a given 
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drop volume, drop spreading depends on factors such as wetting characteristics, areal 
density (weight per unit area), porosity, absorbency and surface characteristics of the 
substrate. Lower areal density and lower porosity can give rise to higher drop spreading 
area provided that the substrate is wettable. If the surface characteristics of the substrate 
promote wicking, then drop spreading area can be expected to be higher. Non-absorbent 
fabrics such as a polyester fabric will not absorb any liquid and hence liquid spreads over 
more area. PET Tape fabric was non-absorbent, less porous, had less areal density and 
more importantly, had continuous narrow capillaries on its surface, all of which favored 
drop spreading; as a result, PET Tape fabric showed the largest drop spreading area. 
Cotton fabrics which were absorbent, more porous and had high areal density showed the 
least drop spreading. Although the sized PET fabric had a very high areal density, it 
showed significant spreading only in the weft direction as narrow continuous capillaries 
existed on the weft yarns. The sized warp yarns of this fabric showed very little spreading 
in the warp direction.  
In all the above cases, ink penetrated fully throughout the thickness of all the 
fabrics. The effective porosity (φ*) used by ink drop to spread on the fabric can be 
calculated using the following volume balance equation.   
*φ××= fdd TAV  hence 
fd
d
TA
V
×
=
*φ        
Where Ad is area of drop spreading in cm2, Vd is drop volume in cm3 and Tf is fabric 
thickness in cm.  As Ad, Vd and Tf  are known φ*  can be calculated. φ* here is not just the 
porosity of the fabrics. It is a combined measure of porosity, wettability, distribution and 
(33) 
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continuity of capillaries present in the fabric. For example, in the case of fabrics with 
poor wettability, the drop spreading area will be less and this will give higher value of φ* 
for these fabrics. For fabrics representing narrow and continuous capillaries, the drop 
spreading area will be more and this will give lower value of φ* for these fabrics. Drop 
spreading area, fabric thickness and calculated φ* values for all the experimental fabrics 
are given in Table 22.  The φ* value for paper could not be calculated because the drop 
did not penetrate fully inside paper. Drop was not at all visible at the back side of the 
paper. 
 
Figure 64: Drop spreading behavior of experimental fabrics. 
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Table 22: Drop spreading distance, fabric thickness, drop spreading area and calculated 
φ* values for all the fabrics. 
Sample Drop Spreading Fabric Thickness Drop Spreading φ* 
 Distance d (mm) Tf  (cm) Area Ad (cm2) (%) 
Paper 2.00    
Sized PET-warp 2.50 0.051 0.189 5.19 
Sized PET-weft 7.00 0.051 0.189 5.19 
PET Tape-warp 7.80 0.017 0.500 5.88 
PET Tape-weft 11.80 0.017 0.500 5.88 
PET 8880 warp 7.50 0.013 0.320 12.02 
PET 8880 weft 8.20 0.013 0.320 12.02 
PET 4680 warp 8.80 0.013 0.220 17.48 
PET 4680 weft 4.00 0.013 0.220 17.48 
Cotton 4508 warp 2.90 0.062 0.038 21.22 
Cotton 4508 weft 2.50 0.062 0.038 21.22 
Cotton 3508 warp 2.20 0.062 0.040 20.16 
Cotton 3508 weft 1.90 0.062 0.040 20.16 
 
Table 22 shows that φ* values indeed were very low for the fabrics where narrow and 
continuous capillaries existed in the fabrics. φ* value was the highest for the PET Tape 
fabrics and were the lowest for the cotton fabrics. In reality, φ* values should be different 
for warp threads and weft threads. For example in Sized PET fabric as warp threads were 
sized, they would have higher value of φ*; but weft threads would have lower value of φ*. 
Separate determination of these values is difficult as the volume of liquid absorbed by 
each set of threads is unknown. Thus φ* is a bulk fabric property which is a rather 
complex function of porosity, wettability and the nature of capillaries present in yarns 
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and fabrics. Total drop spreading distance d and the porosity parameter, φ* are both 
influenced by the nature of capillaries present in the fabrics. Since the width of the 
printed line is also affected by the nature of capillaries present in the fabric, good 
correlation between drop spreading parameters (d and φ*) and line width in ink jet 
printing can be expected. Results of the correlation studies are explained in the next 
section.  
Correlation studies 
The excess line widths on transverse threads were determined by subtracting intended 
line width (100 µm) from actual line widths. For the correlation studies, only excess line 
widths on the transverse threads were considered because, as explained before, wicking 
and spreading in the transverse threads is the main cause of poor printing quality. As 
mentioned before, excessive spreading/wicking in the transverse threads not only 
increased the overall line width but also made the lines more ragged or uneven. Width of 
the line in longitudinal threads (Table 17 column 2) in all the fabrics was comparable or 
somewhat less than that on the high quality inkjet paper. Thus width of the longitudinal 
lines is not a factor in the determination of printing quality. Printing quality is affected 
mainly by the width of the transverse lines. For further discussion, excess line width on 
transverse threads will be referred as Elw.  
The relationship between Elw and the distance d is shown in Figure 65 (a).  For a 
linear fit, the measured correlation coefficient value between Elw and d was 0.8 
(R2=0.63). The correlation coefficient improves to 0.92 (R2=0.85) when d/φ*, as opposed 
to d is regressed against and Elw (Figure 65 (b)). The better correlation is due to the fact 
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that the term d/φ* represents the drop spreading distance that is normalized by the 
effective porosity φ*, which is known to influence the spreading of liquid in fabrics. A 
close examination of the d/φ* Vs Elw plot reveals that the relationship between the 
variables is not linear. The plot also reveals that Elw increases more rapidly than d/φ*, thus 
suggesting a greater dependency of Elw on d than on φ*. Correlation coefficient of 0.98 
(R2=0.97) was observed when the term, d2/φ*, was used in the regression instead of d/φ*.   
Considering very high R2 values, it is clear that regression models can predict the excess 
line widths fairly well from the drop spreading distance and effective porosity values. 
 
Figure 65: Correlation graphs: (a) Linear fit between drop spreading distance d and 
excess line width in inkjet printing, Elw (b) between d/φ* and Elw (c) between d2/φ* and 
Elw. 
 
In order to verify the relationships, all three correlations were tested on unknown 
fabrics; high quality mercerized cotton fabric, desized PET fabric (same fabric as the 
second fabric in Table 2 but desized) and another desized 100% polyester fabric having 
twisted yarn in the warp direction and twist-less filament yarn in the weft direction. Lines 
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having a width of 100 µm were printed on these fabrics in warp and weft directions, 
following the procedure described in the experimental section. The actual excess width of 
the lines on transverse threads and the estimated excess line width using the above 
equations are given in Table 24. Percentage error value in each case is indicated in the 
adjacent column. It can be observed that the equation connecting d/φ* and Elw gave the 
least % error. Despite very high correlation between d2/φ* and Elw, the percentage error 
values for this regression equation were high, due to the fact that the test fabrics gave 
data that corresponded to only the initial part of the regression plot. The error values for 
this equation could have been different, had the measured values of d2/φ* and Elw of the 
test fabrics spanned the entire range used in the regression equation. 
Table 23: Fabric thickness, drop spreading area, calculated φ* and drop spreading 
distances for unknown fabrics. 
 
  Fabric  Thickness Drop Spreading  φ* Drop Spreading  
Sample Tf  (cm) Area Ad (cm2) (%)  Distance d (mm) 
Mercerized cotton-warp 0.019 0.188 13.92 4.70 
Mercerized cotton-weft 0.019 0.188 13.92 6.50 
Desized PET-warp 0.050 0.113 8.77 4.20 
Desized PET-weft 0.050 0.113 8.77 5.00 
PET-warp 0.039 0.188 6.74 7.00 
PET-weft 0.039 0.188 6.74 5.70 
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Table 24: Actual and estimated excess line width on transverse threads using different 
correlations. 
 
  Elw Estimated Elw using correlation between Elw and   
Sample  (µm) d  % Error d/φ*  % Error d2/φ*  % Error 
Mercerized cotton-warp 77 98.69 28.17 85.69 11.28 82.69 7.40 
Mercerized cotton-weft 115 122.36 6.40 96.32 16.25 94.07 18.20 
Desized PET-warp 106 92.12 13.10 97.33 8.18 86.04 18.83 
Desized PET-weft 97 102.64 5.81 104.83 8.07 92.63 4.50 
PET-warp 150 128.94 14.04 143.36 4.43 127.35 15.10 
PET-weft 125 111.84 10.53 127.50 2.00 108.11 13.51 
 
  Avg. 13.01 Avg.  8.37  Avg. 12.92 
 
Correlation studies thus show that millimeter sized drop spreading studies can be 
effectively used to predict the ink jet printing quality performance for unknown fabrics. 
Similar approach can possibly be used to predict the quality performance of unknown 
ink. For a given fabric, the ink that gives a higher drop spreading distance will produce 
poorer ink jet print quality compared to an ink that gives lower drop spreading distance. 
Correlation models can be setup using different fabrics for a given ink and the models 
can be used to predict the printing quality of an unknown textile fabric for the same ink.  
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
 
Based on the results of various liquid transport and ink jet printing experiments 
conducted on fabrics, the following conclusions can be made. Conclusions are 
categorized under different objectives set for this research.  
 Effect of fabric structure on liquid transport in vertically hung fabrics – transport 
from an unlimited reservoir 
- Results showed that the wicking in fabrics is determined by the wicking 
rates of the yarns, thread spacing and more importantly by the rate at 
which liquid migrates from longitudinal to transverse threads and again 
from transverse threads back to longitudinal threads. 
- Yarns with better wicking rates produced better wicking fabrics. Decrease 
in thread density resulted in increase in wicking rates. Larger inter-yarn 
spaces trapped more liquid which was readily available for migration. 
However beyond a certain level, larger inter-yarn spaces may remain 
unfilled, thus failing to further increase the wicking rate. 
- Migration process can be effectively quantified by measuring the gain in 
wicking rate and equilibrium wicking height.  The gain in wicking rate 
describes the migration process at smaller times and the gain in 
equilibrium wicking height describes the migration process at longer times 
and hence the two are totally different. 
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- Yarn type, effective capillary size of the yarns, and thread spacing affect 
the migration process and hence they affect the wicking properties of 
fabrics. It was found that twisted yarns in the longitudinal direction and 
filament yarns or very low twisted yarns in the transverse direction of the 
fabric can maximize the migration process and hence can render very 
superior wicking properties. 
- Comparison of wicking results obtained by weight balance method and 
image analysis method showed that weight balance method cannot be 
considered as a replaceable method for image analysis method, especially 
if the weight balance method is used for more open fabrics. Specially 
targeted experiments show that weight balance method and image analysis 
method give different results for fabrics having different fiber materials 
and yarns.  
 Effect of fabric structure on drop spreading  
- Initial drop spreading area after impaction of drop on fabric was found to 
depend on wetting properties and roughness of fabrics. Final drop 
spreading area primarily depended on fabric thickness and on fabric 
structure to some extent. 
- Drop spreading rates were determined by fabric structure. However the 
relation between drop spreading rate and fabric structure appears to be 
very complex. In general, compact and thinner cotton fabrics showed 
highest drop spreading rates. However higher drop spreading rates were 
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also observed in thin polyester fabrics. Drop spreading rates are primarily 
affected by the manner and the rate at which liquid migrates from yarn to 
yarn. 
- Very poor relationship was observed between drop spreading rates and 
thickness of fabrics containing cotton and polyester fibers. However, for 
the same kind of fiber material and yarn structure, drop spreading rate 
showed a decrease with fabric thickness. For fabrics with thicker yarns, 
yarn-to-yarn liquid migration rate was lower as the time required for 
penetration of liquid in the yarn is more. Fabrics with thicker yarns, 
therefore, showed lower drop spreading rates. 
- If fabrics are easily wettable by liquid, drop spreading rate increased with 
increase in thread density. If fabrics are poorly wettable by liquid, drop 
spreading rate decreased with increase in thread density.  
- Anisotropy in spreading of drop on fabrics arises from the difference 
between the rate at which liquid migrates from warp yarn-to-weft yarn and 
vice versa and not due to the differences in warp and weft wicking rates or 
thread densities in warp and weft direction. 
 Relation between wicking from an unlimited reservoir and drop spreading 
- Very poor relation was observed between drop spreading rate and the rate 
at which liquid wicks from an unlimited reservoir. This shows that these 
two phenomena are entirely different and give totally different information 
regarding kinetics of absorption.  
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 Effect of fabric structure on ink jet drop spreading and line printing quality 
- Analysis of the results of ink jet printing of pigment ink on textile fabrics 
showed that excessive drop spreading and higher line widths were 
observed where continuous and narrow capillaries prevail on the surface 
of yarns.  Yarn surface characteristics are more important than fabric 
construction parameters. Ink jet drop spreading or wicking occurs along 
the direction of fibers. For given pigment ink, number of drops impacted 
on the same location did not result in any significant increase in drop 
spreading. 
- In general cotton fabrics gave the best printing quality. This comes from 
the fact that water in the pigment ink diffuses inside the fibers before 
substantial wicking or spreading of the ink can occur. 
 Relation between Wicking, Drop Spreading and Ink Jet Printing Quality 
- Very poor correlation was found between wicking distance and line width 
in transverse threads. This is due to the fact that vertical wicking in yarns 
is governed by the bulk structure of the yarn, whereas spreading or 
wicking of ink jet drops is affected by the surface structure or by the 
nature of capillaries present on the surface of the yarn. Good correlation 
was observed between drop spreading distance and line width on 
transverse threads which is a very good indicator of printing quality. Drop 
spreading study was found to simulate the spreading of ink jet drops fairly 
well. While the spreading distance by itself is a good predictor of printing 
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quality, the spreading distance normalized by the effective porosity can be 
a better predictor when predicting the printing quality of fabrics exhibiting 
major differences in structural parameters. 
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CHAPTER 7 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 
 
It was observed in this research that the inter-yarn spaces in fabrics can absorb and store 
liquid and the stored liquid can boost or enhance the wicking rate. However, if the inter-
yarn spaces are too large, the spaces may remain unfilled and the wicking enhancement 
may not be fully realized.  It would be interesting to find out the optimum thread spacing 
at which the wicking enhancement ceases or fails to materialize. For this, it is important 
to find out how exactly the liquid moves through the gap between two yarns. This is 
analogues to the study of movement of liquid between cylinders; at what speed and until 
what height liquid moves and how it is different from movement of liquid in a single 
closed capillary. Such study has been done on glass cylinders by Liu and his coworkers. 
The authors controlled the distance between two cylinders using a differential micrometer 
and a telescope as shown in the Figure below and observed the effect of cylinder 
diameters and separation distance on equilibrium wicking height.  Such a study can be 
done on textile yarns also. However, this study can only be done on somewhat stiff yarns 
which would remain straight during the experiments. The dynamics of liquid movement 
can be studied by using a telescopic camera. 
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Figure 66: Setup used by Liu et al. to study the capillary rise between cylinders. 
Due to time and resource constraints, the effect of fabric weave on liquid transport 
was not analyzed in this research. This is another aspect which can be studied in future. 
It was understood in this research that yarn-to-yarn liquid migration is a very 
important part of wicking from an unlimited reservoir as well as a limited supply source 
such as a single drop. We suggested a new method to study this migration phenomenon 
(Section 5.4.2) where only one yarn end from a piece of fabric was dipped in a liquid and 
migration of liquid from yarn-to-yarn was observed. Only qualitative findings of these 
experiments are reported. The dynamics of liquid migration (increase in area, height and 
width of liquid front with respect to time) was also studied but it was found to be highly 
variable as the length of yarn dipped in the liquid could not be controlled. Within and 
between variability in yarn structure also contributed to the variability in the results of the 
experiments. Immersion depth of yarn can be controlled by using a platform which is 
raised or lowered by an electronically controlled motor. This arrangement can eliminate 
errors in the experiments and the dynamics of migration for different fabric structures can 
be studied.  
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APPENDIX A 
MATLAB CODE FOR IMAGE ANALYSIS OF WICKING IN YARN 
 
 
 
%%% Declaration of variables 
 
x=1; 
clb=3/435;         %%% Calibration cm/pixels 
imst=5;             %%% Analyses image 5 through 131  
imend=131;      
tr=40;               %%% Threshold value, pixels with average grey value 40 and below                     
                                     indicates presence of ink 
 
%%% Main program 
 
for i=imst:imend 
if i<=9 
        fname=sprintf('5518 wf1/5518 weft1 00%g.jpg',i);      %%% fname= File name 
    end 
     
    if i>9 & i<=99 
        fname=sprintf('5518 wf1/5518 weft1 0%g.jpg',i); 
    end 
     
    if i>99 & i<=999 
        fname=sprintf('5518 wf1/5518 weft1 %g.jpg',i); 
    end 
     
     
    I = imread(fname); 
    I=double(I); 
     
    s=size(I); 
    y=1000; 
     
    for m=1:s(1)            %%%% m is row number and n is column number 
        for n=1:s(2) 
            if I(m,n)<=tr 
                y=s(1)-m; 
                break 
            end 
        end 
        if y~=1000 
            break 
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        end 
    end 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Store results in matrix R 
 
R(x,1)=y*clb; 
 
x=x+1;      %%%% Go to next row 
end 
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APPENDIX B 
MATLAB CODE FOR IMAGE ANALYSIS OF WICKING IN FABRIC 
 
 
 
%%% Declaration of variables 
x=1; 
n=1; 
cal=149;     %%% Calibration cm/pixels 
imst=8; 
imend=166; 
tr=93; 
%%% Main program 
 
for i=imst:2:imend 
   if i<=9 
        fname=sprintf('3008/3008 wp1 00%g.jpg',i); 
    end 
     
    if i>9 & i<=99 
        fname=sprintf('3008/3008 wp1 0%g.jpg',i); 
    end 
     
    if i>99 & i<=999 
        fname=sprintf('3008/3008 wp1 %g.jpg',i); 
    end 
     
    if i>999  
        fname=sprintf('sized flat/sized flat %g.jpg',i); 
    end 
     
    I = imread(fname); 
    I=double(I); 
    s=size(I); 
    A=round(mean(I,2)); 
  
   for k=s(1):-1:5 
        h=0; 
        if A(k,1)>tr & A(k-1,1)>tr & A(k-2,1)>tr & A(k-3,1)>tr & A(k-4,1)>tr 
            h=k; 
            break 
        end 
   end 
     
 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Store results in matrix R 
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    R(x,1)=(s(1)-h)/cal; 
    x=x+1; 
end 
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APPENDIX C 
MATLAB CODE FOR IMAGE ANALYSIS OF DROP SPREADING 
 
 
%%% Declaration of variables 
x=1; 
n=1; 
clb=1/114; 
H=0;    
L=0; 
imst=7; 
imend=284; 
tr=30; 
 
%%% Main program 
 
for i=imst:imend 
 
if i<=9 
        fname=sprintf('Sized-2/sized-2 00%g.jpg',i); 
    end 
     
    if i>9 & i<=99 
        fname=sprintf('Sized-2/sized-2 0%g.jpg',i); 
    end 
     
    if i>99 & i<=999 
        fname=sprintf('Sized-2/sized-2 %g.jpg',i); 
    end 
     
 
    I = imread(fname); 
    I=double(I); 
 
    s=size(I); 
 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%    Percent Area covered 
    b=0; 
    for m=1:s(1) 
        for n=1:s(2) 
            if I(m,n)<=tr 
                b=b+1; 
            end 
        end 
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    end 
    PA= b/(s(1)*s(2))*100; 
 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%length width 
estimation 
 
    Vsummin=min(sum(I)); 
    Hsummin=min(sum(I,2)); 
 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Find vertical length VL in pixels 
 
    for k=1:s(2) 
        if sum(I(:,k))==Vsummin 
            Vmin=k; 
            break 
        end 
    end 
 
    for k=1:s(1) 
        if sum(I(k,:))==Hsummin 
            Hmin=k; 
            break 
        end 
    end 
 
 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Find vertical length VL in pixels 
    flag=0; 
    %%%%%%Finding upper point with lower pixel number 
 
    for r=Hmin:-1:1 
        for c=1:s(2) 
            if I(r,c)<=tr 
                flag=1; 
                break 
            end 
        end 
        if flag==0; 
            L=r; 
            break 
        end 
        flag=0; 
    end 
 
 
    flag=0; 
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   %%%%%%Finding lower point with higher pixel number 
    for r=Hmin:s(1) 
        for c=1:s(2) 
            if I(r,c)<=tr 
                flag=1; 
                break 
            end 
        end 
        if flag==0; 
            H=r; 
            break 
        end 
        flag=0; 
    end 
 
    VL=H-L; 
 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Find horizantal height in pixels 
    flag=0; 
    %%%%%%Finding right side point with lower pixel number 
 
    for c=Vmin:-1:1 
        for r=1:s(1) 
            if I(r,c)<=tr 
                flag=1; 
                break 
            end 
        end 
        if flag==0; 
            L=c; 
            break 
        end 
        flag=0; 
    end 
 
 
    flag=0; 
    %%%%%%Finding lower point with higher pixel number 
    for c=Vmin:s(2) 
        for r=1:s(1) 
            if I(r,c)<=tr 
                flag=1; 
                break 
            end 
        end 
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        if flag==0; 
            H=c; 
            break 
        end 
        flag=0; 
    end 
 
    HL=H-L; 
 
    if (PA*(s(1)*clb*s(2)*clb/100))<=0.1 
        HL=0; 
        VL=0; 
        PA=0; 
    end 
 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Store results 
    R(x,1)=i;                                               %%%% Image number 
    R(x,2)=VL*clb;                                    %%%% Vertical width of drop spread 
    R(x,3)=HL*clb;                                    %%%% Horizontal width of drop spread  
    R(x,4)=PA*(s(1)*clb*s(2)*clb/100);   %%%%% Area of drop spread 
    x=x+1; 
end 
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APPENDIX D 
MATLAB CODE FOR ESTIMATION OF GREY SCALE VALUE OF SOLID 
PRINT 
 
 
 
    I = imread(‘Cotton 3508-25-1.jpg’); 
    I=rgb2grey(I);                %%% Convert image into grey scale image 
    s=size(I); 
 
  Sum=0; 
    for m=1:s(1) 
        for n=1:s(2) 
            Sum=Sum + I(m,n) 
        end 
    end 
GSV=Sum/(s(1)*s(2));     %%%% Calculate grey scale average 
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APPENDIX E 
TGA ANALYSIS OF PIGMENT INK (TRIDENT FABRIC FAST ULTRA INK) 
 
 
 
Figure 67: Temperature Vs. Sample weight TGA graph for Trident Ultra fast pigment 
ink 
 
 
Figure 68: Temperature Vs. % weight change TGA graph for Trident Ultra fast pigment 
ink 
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APPENDIX F 
WICKING FROM AN UNLIMITED RESERVOIR - CORRELATION 
COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN MEASURED WICKING PROPERTIES AND 
FABRIC CONSTRUCTION PARAMETERS 
 
 
Table 25: Correlation between fabric construction parameters and wicking properties. 
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APPENDIX G 
SOLID INK JET PRINTS ON FABRICS 
 
 
 
Figure 69: Dithered and undithered solid ink jet prints on fabrics; scanned images 
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Figure 70: Dithered and undithered solid ink jet prints on fabrics; scanned images 
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Figure 71: Dithered and undithered solid ink jet prints on fabrics (25% ink coverage); 
microscopic images 
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Figure 72: Dithered and undithered solid ink jet prints on fabrics (75% ink coverage); 
microscopic images 
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